GOAL OF THE GAME
When the balance of the planet Malhya is threatened, a group of heroes
comes forth….
You are one of those heroes, a bearer of extraordinary abilities. Mastering the power of the Aura, the energy of the planet itself, you will fulfill
missions one by one to thwart the plans of the enemies set in your path.
In this grand narrative adventure game, you will be able to live a complete hero experience. As you explore regions and dungeons, your abilities will be tested in numerous events; you can infiltrate, fight, craft,
negotiate, solve puzzles… but above all, live a story that will be told
according to the choices you make.
You play the role of a group of heroes, the Awakened, who will be entrusted with missions of great importance. Each mission is portrayed in
detail as a scenario. The path you take will depend on how your group
performs, but moreover, it will depend on your choices. Your path will
be unique each time you play!
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6 Day cards

2 Night cards

3

8 Talent cards

6 rare Object cards

01
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9 Scenario cards

30 Action cards
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7 simple Weapon cards

13 simple Object cards
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1 Rest card
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4 Event cards
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01
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3 rare Weapon cards
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4
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ACTION

4 Hero cards

5 Enemy cards

DICE, CUBES, TOKENS...

20 Aura tokens

10 Noise/Cadaver tokens

10 Interest/Vigilance tokens

4 Skill dice

2 Difficulty dice

3 Menace dice

4 Action cubes

50 Resource cubes

28 Skill cubes

10 Success tokens

3 Stop tokens

40 Life Point crystals

3 Access tokens

3 Attack dice

2 Defense dice

1 Dodge die

2 Power dice

16 Upgrade tokens

4 Staging token

1 Group token

Gold coins tokens

1 Weather token

5 Travel tokens

8 Damage tokens

BOOKLETS
EVENTS

NOT INCLUDED

SECRETS OF

THE FORTRESS

8 Initiative tokens

OF SHADOWS

DEMONSTRATION SCENARIO

EXPLORATION

NOT INCLUDED
The emissary of the Council, an Ür-berg, tasks you with traveling to the
sinister fortress of shadows. This stronghold had lain abandoned for
decades, but the hired blades of the Black Hand, a mercenary band with
a despicable reputation, have settled there recently.

NOT INCLUDED

One of their leaders, a terrible Mhaÿ who is rumored to be immortal and
capable of manipulating time, is supposed to be there for the day.
Your mission is to eliminate him before he departs.
The Council’s spies have conﬁrmed that these bandits were searching the
area for some forgotten treasure that would terrify the Mhaÿ. Take advantage
of your inﬁltration to snatch this item and deliver it to the Council.
You gather a few of your effects, and quickly head out of the immense city
of Agarance. You must reach the fortress in the heart of the ancient forest
before the sun ducks below the horizon.

NOT INCLUDED
Exploration booklet

Event Booklet
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9 Scenario booklets

BOARDS

MINIATURES
NOT INCLUDED

Timeline

Collecting wheel

1 Ur-Berg

1 Ancient

1 Yoktal

1 Mhaÿ

1 Sulk

Stealth board
Region board

4 Knapsack

2 Black Hand archers

4 Hero board

Z10

14 tiles

F1

3

Initiative gauge

NOT INCLUDED

3 Black Hand swordssmen

A1

A2

5

3 Black Hand spearmen

GENERAL SETUP
Specific setup will be explained at the beginning of each Scenario
you play; they will explain how to start your adventure for the day.
However, certain components will always be present throughout
the entire game.
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2
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PLACEMENT DETAILS

EX PL OR AT IO N

Place the Region board 1 near
the Day board 3 , equipped with
the Weather token 4 . Then place
the Day cards, Night cards 5 , and
Event cards 6 in the same area.
Also place the Group token 2 near
the Region board.

12

Z10

Create a supply of tokens 8 , a
supply of dice 9 and a supply of
Success tokens and Stop tokens 10 .
Create a supply of the various decks
of cards 7 .

13

SECRETS OF
THE FORTRESS
OF SHADOWS

Always keep space around your
Hero board and your Knapsack
board (these will be explained on the
next page).
17

DEMONSTRATION SCEN
ARIO

Place your Scenario Booklet 14 and
Exploration Booklet 12 within easy
reach;
Create a deck of Enemy cards, with
their figurines nearby 15 as well as a
pile of Upgrade tokens 16 .

16

The emissary of the Council,
an Ür-berg, tasks you with traveling
sinister fortress of shadows
. This stronghold had lain abandon to the
decades, but the hired blades
ed for
of the Black Hand, a mercena
ry band with
a despicable reputation, have
settled there recently.
One of their leaders, a terrible
Mhaÿ who is rumored to be
immortal and
capable of manipulating time,
is supposed to be there for
the day.
Your mission is to eliminate
him before he departs.
The Council’s spies have conﬁ
rmed that these bandits were
area for some forgotten treasure
searching the
that would terrify the Mhaÿ.
Take advantage
of your inﬁltration to snatch
this item and deliver it to the
Council.
You gather a few of your effects,
and quickly head out of the
immense city
of Agarance. You must reach
the fortress in the heart of the
ancient forest
before the sun ducks below
the horizon.

14

15

Create a pool of tiles 13 so you can
select them as needed.
11 Reserve a central shared play
area for everyone. In certain phases
of the game, you will need to move
certain components to or from this
area.

GOLDEN RULES
1 –The group never splits up (unless
indicated otherwise).
2 – Rules in the Scenario Booklets
always overrule card effects and
the general rules of the game. Card
effects overrule general rules of the
game.

17

3 –If an effect or a rule is not specified at any moment, it is not applicable then.
4 – Whenever there is a tie, or there
are multiple valid choices, the
heroes always make the choice,
even if it’s for an enemy’s action,
because the heroes always have
the advantage.
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HERO SETUP AND PRESENTATION
You play as one of the Awakened, protecting the Upper Lands of Malhya.
Choose your hero from the 4 peoples available.

1. HERO SETUP

Slot for your equipped Weapon

Store Items in your Knapsack

1
2
12

6

5

Store unequipped
Weapon here

2

7

3

4

4

Take the chosen Hero board and Hero figurine.

3

Take the matching Hero card, and apply the information on the front:

4

d

6

b
e

2

a

Your people’s coat of arms.

b

Your people’s name.

c

Number of initial Aura Points.

83

3

4

93

1

3

4

4

5

5

ACTION

11

1

10
4
Slot for your Hero card (back)

TYPES OF RESOURCES
different colors of resource cubes

Take the number of Aura

4 tokens indicated.
d

Number of Initial Life Points.

5 Take the number of crystals indicated and put them in the correspon-

8

Initial capacity value.

6 Take a Resource cube of whichever color you like (each hero
gets a different colored cube), and place it on the space corresponding to your capacity value.

Your capacity value determines the number of items and materials
your hero can carry in their knapsack. All Knapsack slots further
down your board than your current capacity value are unavailable.

material

key and lockpick

special arrow

ingredient

potion

You have 6 Action Points.

Take an Action cube
, and place it on the 1st space (Space 6). For each Action
Point you spend, you must move the Action cube 1 space to the right.

ding area. These are your Hero’s Life Points.

e

2

1

7

2

YOKTAL

2

1

Slot for
your equipped
Artifacts

Resources that your hero collects or fabricates are represented by colored
cubes. Each cube must go in the area appropriate for the type of resource it
represents, in an empty space there. You begin with no resources.

FOR EACH PLAYER
1 Take a Knapsack board.

a

1

3

1

c

Slot for your
Talents

8

9

Initiative value

SINGLE-USE ITEMS

You will use your Initiative value in
Combat Mode
. It determines the
characters’ turn order.

Certain objects are single use, such as a potion or a grappling hook. Your
hero can consume/use such an item at any time without spending actions;
discard the item, and shuffle it back into the item deck.

10 Movement value
This value indicates your free MoveMove
ment. It allows your hero to move the
indicated number of spaces each turn
without spending Action Points.
Whenever you stop without using all of
your free movement, the rest goes to
waste.

01

2. STORING ITEMS IN YOUR KNAPSACK
Store unused items in your knapsack as follows:
To place your Initiative and Movement cubes
rio Booklet you are going to play.

11

Special ability

12

Hero’s traits

, refer to the setup in the ScenaPut items in the slots

You will primarily use these for skill tests (see
Skill Tests, p. 14).

Strength

26

Sense
Dexterity

Intelligence

Knowledge

To know the base values for your hero (so you can place the cubes correctly),
refer to the specific setup of the scenario you are going to play. By default, place
each cube in the leftmost (lowest-value) space of its track; this corresponds to a
level-1 hero.

2. YOUR KNAPSACK

You can only carry items up to your capacity value. If you want to collect an item
when your knapsack is full, you will need to discard an item to make room for it.

Your hero will carry various things during your adventure.

1.ITEMS
c

a

b

d

26

a

Item type reminder.

b

Value in gold coins.

c

Item effect.

d

Item ID number.

Example:
This hero has 3 slots available
in their knapsack 1 , but only 2
items in it. Thus, this hero could
carry 1 2
26

2
1
9

The moment your hero equips an artifact, its effect
immediately applies to your hero. In this example, +2
Life Points. The artifact’s effect persists as long as the
artifact is equipped.
A hero can equip several artifacts; however, each must
be a different type (ring, amulet, etc.).

3. YOUR HERO BOARD

3

3

5

2

2

A

0

1

30

10

18

3

D
17

E

1

2

1

1

2

3

1

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

1

1

3

3

Your weapon is your hero’s primary piece of equipment. A hero knows
how to wield most weapons; however, your ability to use it well depends on your
traits.

g
h

ACTION

2

Limit: You can have a maximum
of 1 armor equipped.

3

3b
1

2

3

3

d

1

c
0

e

d

1

0

1

a

Value in gold coins.

b

Activated defense effect.

c

c

Special effect and/
or encumbrance.

a

Value in gold coins.

d 22

d

Armor ID number.

b

Handling requirements column. Without the requirements indicated on a
row, you cannot use that row’s attack/defense.

c

a
b

10

WEAPONS

a

ARMOR

A

B

08

04

When you receive an artifact that you don’t immediately equip, place it in your
knapsack.

C

2

10

02

0

1

3

C

4

2

4

1

2

04

1

f

Info: You can equip or change your armor at any time, as long as you are not
.
in Combat Mode
The hero wielding this weapon has a
, but not a dexterity
strength of 2
of 3
. and thus can use the 1st, but
not the 2nd row of this Weapon card.

The way armor works will be explained in the Combat section on page 36.

B

ARTIFACTS
c

d

a

Effect when equipped.

b

Value in gold coins.

c

Symbol indicating that when you
unequip it, you must discard it,
tucking it under the Item deck.

c

a

b

d
10

e

Artifact type.

d

Limit: You can have a maximum of 1
artifact of each type equipped.

e

Artifact ID number.
10

2

3

0

4

2

1

3

1

1
04

Special ability: An ever-active ability associated with the weapon.

3 To use the weapon for attack
2 cost:
0
Attack/defense
or defense, you must
spend the indicated Action Points.
1
1
3
3
3
22
00
1
2
4
11
33 11

44

22

Cost of this attack

11

Cost of this defense

e

g

Combat row: This indicates the effects of attack or defense.
22

33

Some weapons have effects:

00

1
1
3
Limit: You can use each combat row only once per attack, and once per defense.
1
2
4
If your hero knows how to wield a weapon, and has access to several combat
rows for that weapon, they can combine these rows during a single attack or
defense (see Combat Mode, p. 36).

2 3
0
You will primarily use these effects for skill tests (see Skill Tests, p. 14).
1
1
3

Weapon ID number.
You will always tuck your equipped Weapon card under the top of your Hero
board so the only combat rows showing are those whose requirements your hero
meets.

f

Ignore all rows below those (i.e. the
hidden rows) until your hero meets
those requirements. Thus, the more
your hero progresses, the better they
will be able to wield their weapon, and
the more weapons they can wield! You
cannot skip combat rows: You cannot
use a combat row unless you can also
use all combat rows above it.

2 explained in the Combat 1section on page 36.
The way weapons work will
4 be

2

3

0

4

2

1

3

1

There are 2 different encumbrance icons.

1

You will find this icon on the knapsack and in
certain special abilities. It represents the maximum encumbrance a character can bear.

04

Its counterpart is this icon, which you will find
on weapons and equipment. This icon represents heavy equipment. A hero cannot have
more red encumbrance icons than yellow ones.

Note: Some weapons do not have any requirements for their first combat row.
So, essentially any hero can use them.

2

4

2

0

1

1

1

0
07

FOCUS: ENCUMBRANCE

h

3

3

1

Here is a requirement linked
to the Ancient.

3

4

3

0

0

1

1

Example:
2 3
The Yoktal has a knapsack capacity of 2 1 , which means he has
an encumbrance capacity of3 1. 1

0

1

YOKTAL
4

6

2
In addition, he has a special4ability
2 . This
means that he can carry 2 pieces
of heavy equipment.

01

2
1
1

1 that grants him 1 more

04

0 people. If your hero is not
4
Info: Some requirements are linked to a particular
of this people, your hero will never be able to use that combat row.

1

2

These encumbrance icons have no other effect unless a game element refers
to them.

Important: A hero who does not meet the requirements for the first
combat row of a weapon cannot wield it at all.

Example during a skill test:
Resist the pressure

You can store an unused weapon
in your hero’s knapsack. Each hero
can only carry 1 additional weapon
this way.

Max 2

1

3-6

7

4

2

0

1

For each piece of heavy equipment the hero
is carrying:

Nothing works; you can’t seem to close this
damn porthole.
Your turn ends.
Go to

59

Go to

29

In such a situation, simply follow the instructions in the booklet.

You can switch weapons at any time, as long as you are not in Combat Mode or
Stealth Mode. In those modes, you must spend 1 Action Point to switch weapons.

Attention: Do not confuse your knapsack’s capacity with your encumbrance
capacity. Over the course of the game, these two values can fluctuate independently of each other.
11

TALENTS

D

LEVELING UP

Talent cards represent the abilities your hero has acquired. There are several
classes of them:

2

TALENT CLASSES
Dodger

Ranger
Scholar

Warrior

2

1

2

1

3

1

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

1

Mhaÿ

1

The upper portion of your Hero card
contains your hero’s level-up table.
At various points throughout your
adventure, you will have opportunities
to increase your traits’ levels, which
involves increasing them by 1 point.
Each level up provides a different bonus.

1

ACTION

This icon indicates that a scenario is granting you a level up.

Basic talent

a

22

b

c

a

Class.

b

Activation condition.

c

Effect area.

d

Talent ID number.

POSSIBLE BONUS

+1 Life Point

+1 knapsack capacity

21 d

+1 initiative

+1 movement

+1 Aura Point

+1 Talent card

Advanced talent

Example:
The Yoktal has an opportunity to level up. He chooses to increase his strength from Level 1 to Level 2 1 . This increases his knapsack’s capacity
by 1 2 .

Talent cards have two sides: One side is a basic talent; the other half is an advanced talent. At first, a hero always uses the Basic Talent side.
Your hero can have multiple talents of the same class, or even of several classes.
At certain points in the adventure, you will be able to upgrade a basic talent to
an advanced talent. To do this, turn the card over. Acquiring a new talent (by
leveling up, for example) does not upgrade a talent you already have.

2

Limit: Your group can only contain 1 hero with Mhaÿ talents.

Tuck your Hero card (back) under the bottom of your Hero board so only
the Aura Points area is showing.

2

1

2

1

2

1

3

1

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

1

1

2

To trigger one of the effects depicted,
you must exhaust one of your hero’s
Aura tokens by flipping the token over.

ACTION

Your hero can use the various effects here at any moment of the adventure. You
can use them for skill tests, for stealth, or during combat phases. They grant bonuses, and can also cancel certain penalties.
Each effect is temporary, and lasts only for 1 turn. You can only use 1 Aura
token per game turn this way, and it stays exhausted until something in
your adventure tells you to flip it back over.
Note: Each hero has a different capacity for aura, so that might be a reason
to choose one character over another.
12

2

1

2

1

3

1

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

1

E

1

ACTION

1

1

2
3

1

2

2

1

2

1

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

1

1

ACTION

13

the event.
Go to

PLAYING A GAME
01

01 05

135
05

01

05

01

To
noting the different options, if there are any, so everyone can hear them.
End of
the Game / “A simple
In general, anyone can look
and read the Scenario
Booklet,
butreconnaissance”
in some cases,
Go to at132
21 allowed to read. In such situations, simply follow the
only certain heroes will be
turn over
the an
cylinder
beforebattleﬁ
directing
the Vegetation
marble into a has
instructions.
25
You ﬁnd You
yourself
near
ancient
eld.

Each game begins in one of the Scenario Booklets. For this prototype,
use the Scenario Booklet titled Secrets of the Fortress of Shadows. The final
game will feature a campaign with multiple scenario booklets, as well as
independent scenarios.

cavity. The marble disappears into the object. After a few

begun to seconds
cover the
bodies
strewn
about
the asoil.
As ofif athey
of waiting,
it opens,
and you
discover
drawing
This fresco conceals a detachable cache. You discover
and aof
strange
werecolossal
silentcreature,
guardians
thesenote:
forgotten fallen, immense trees
strange medallion, which you place in your pocket.
surround the site. You consider searching the ruins in the
“The captive of Khun has risen. The survivor of the star returns.”
middle
of this
open-air
hopes
ofare
ﬁnding
a few
Only
read
chapters
to grave
which
you
directed
by
number.
Get Scenario
Card 04. You are not alYou
must
quickly
warn themass
Council
of the in
possible
menace.
04
Theobjects
Mhaÿ of for
timeyour
maygroup.
not be dead, and something tells you your
useful

a

lowedpaths
tomay
flip
the book and read casually, nor are you allowed to
crossthrough
again….
Your turn ends and the fresco can no longer
reread
prior
unless
explicitly allowed
by the text.
be examined.
• Stick together
and chapters
search
area.
End of the
the Game
/ “Like a shadow”

In both cases, the specific setup and your starting location or starting
After a good hour on the road, you ﬁnd yourself at the edge of
situation are always described at the beginning
of the scenario booklet
an enormous clift, several decameters across, blocking your
for the game you are playing.
progress.
A
suspension
bridge made of wood and old ropes
E VENTS

Go to

alerted by your movements in the shadows. You now can see the

castle
guarded
by soldiers
nowtrying
on the lookout.
• Continue
ongardens,
your route
without
delay,
not to think too
much about the treasures you might have found.
The Equinox of the Kings, a period celebrated throughout the
You trudge over several
hills
along
a
muddy
path
in
the
pouring
11
Go to
Go You
to enter
136
Difficult Stealth mode.
chosen
will accompanyrain.
you
your
missions.
region. Your
Many villages
are Scenario
adorned withBooklet
ﬂags of a thousand
Youthrough
slog along the
bank of
a tumultuousIt
river, hoping to ﬁnd

colors, and
for days
on end.
In front of you
is one
of starting
a ford
to make it feasible
to cross
the other
side.
willcelebrate
give you
your
objectives
and
your
situation,
and it
will toguide
you
these villages in full excitment.
All of a sudden, a Sarycan surges from the water and attacks
through
itsstalls
“chapter
number”
system, according
to your
failures
successes.
Makeshift
shops and
have been
set up everywhere,
you. This
giant lizard
is tryingand
to grab
you and drag you to the
music drowns out the din of the crowd, and grand tents cover
bottom of the river.
the central
square.
Youcome
decide to
take an hour
or two to attend
When
you
across
a number,
you
the event.
Go to 135

Discard 2 Interest tokens.

117

22 searching.
• Split up to cover more ground while
Go to
26
You have made your way into the fortress, but the sentries have been

connects the two sides, but it appears to be in poor repair.
Several planks are missing, and the whole of it seems to have
experienced innumerable bouts of bad weather.

Go to

26
You’ve made some nice ﬁnds�! Searching the area separately has
paid off.
A hero gets a Rare Object card.

53

This part of the woods seemed like it would be easier to
cross… but the darkness of the night has gotten the better of
your sense of direction, and you are starting to get a disquieting feeling that you are walking in circles.

CLOSING THE SCENARIO BOOKLET

can read the corresponding chapter
number in the Scenario
01 Booklet you are
Go to
playing. So, whether it’s hidden in an
image…

06

Go to

49
Go to
The ominous silence of the forest seems to forebode imminent danger. A gust of wind carries the cries of dozens of
howling beasts. A horde of Murder Maws is headed your way.
20
24
These deformed hounds stand about mid-thigh high, and hunt
Avoidingdevastating
a sizable patrol,everything
you slip into ainnarrow
in packs,
theirhallway
path. overrun
Their with
baying
You were neither able to eliminate the Mhaÿ leader, nor to discover
cobwebs
and dust.
the object in the guards’ charge. At least you are still alive, and despite
makes
it Scenario
clear
that there
are far too many
for you toreads
confront;
use
the
Booklet,
someone
the current chapter aloud, carefully
your failure, you can inform the Council of the growing presence of
your only hope is to ﬂee.
mercenaries of the Black Hand in the fortress.
Go to
16

HOW THE SCENARIO BOOKLETS WORK :

CHAPTER NUMBERS

Go to

Go to

A hero gets a Rare Weapon card.
Draw an Action card :
You’ve been spotted!
You enter Combat mode.
You enter Difficult
Stealth mode.

119

When you see the Close Scenario Booklet icon, close the
The ominous silence of the forest seems to forebode immibooklet, and resume the game Step (Travel or Explore)
nent danger. A gust of wind carries the cries of dozens of
47
Go to
have followed a path meandering
howling beasts. A horde of Murder Maws is headed your way. For more than an hour, you
where you left off.
These deformed hounds stand about mid-thigh high, and hunt through the forest. But as the hour grew to its fullness, the
to the point of disappearing entirely.
in packs, devastating everything in their path. Their baying path shrank
19
8
makes it clear that there are far too many for you to confront;
26
Go to 119
your only hope is to ﬂee.

C1, C2, F1, F2, G1, G2

19

23

You have succeeded in accessing the lower depths of the fortress.
Go to
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…by moving on the Region board…

TESTS
Short ofSKILL
breath, you
rush through the branches and bushes, trying to
The
rainofappears
to have no intention of ceasing, and the
get out of
the
way
the
horde.
Throughout
your
your
heroesmariowill face challenges or choices that prewind-whipped
treesadventure,
ﬂutter and dance
like disjointed

sent themselves in the form of skill
140 tests.
You enter Normal Stealth mode.
You takes
ﬁnd yourself
an Good
ancient
battleﬁ
eld. Vegetation has
Your route
you to anear
village.
fortune,
considering
begun
to cover
bodies
strewn
about one
the of
soil.
As if hero
they in the group who has Go
the stormy
weather.
Youthe
hasten
to shelter
beneath
theThe
119
thetolowest
movement
silentdecorative
guardiansfabric
of these
forgotten
immense
trees
sheets were
of sturdy,
connecting
the fallen,
buildings
to
must
take
the
following
test
:
each other.
surround the site. You consider searching the ruins in the
nettes trying to grab you with their limbs.

You realize
thatofyou
arrived
at a grave
villageincelebrating
middle
thishave
open-air
mass
hopes of ﬁthe
nding a few The dense foliage forms into a veritable labyrinth you must
from the grand
navigate, and this while trying to get your bearings, despite the
121 Evade the
square, and stalls offering exotic products from other parts of
darkness and bad weather….
the Upper Lands have been set up in the alleys.

B

of the
Kings.
emanates
objects
forLaughter
your group.
…or by making a choice in the adventure…Equinoxuseful

37

trap
Distance yourself from the creatures

01 05

A

• Stick together and search the area.
Go to 117
01
Go to

After a good hour on the road, you ﬁnd yourself at the edge of
an enormous clift, several decameters across, blocking your
progress. A suspension bridge made of wood and old ropes
connects the two sides, but it appears to be in poor repair.
Several planks are missing, and the whole of it seems to have
experienced innumerable bouts of bad weather.

• Split up to cover more ground while searching.
Go to
26

…each time you encounter such a number,
the Scenario Booklet you are playing, and read this
05chapter.
01Each chapter
05 details
what happens to your group (or your hero), as well as how to continue the adThis part of the woods seemed like it would be easier to
venture.
cross… but the darkness of the night has gotten the better of
Go to

139

01 05

01

your sense of direction, and you are starting to get a disquieting
feeling that you are walking in circles.
Beginning of the
chapter

A

20104For more than an104
hour, you have followed a path meandering
Go to

119

Go
torain appears
16
The
to have no intention of

21

D

E

Place a Noise token on
61your space.

G 3

Go to

06

Go to

49

TYPE OF TEST

In one quick motion, you evade the jet of
acid.

24

The banner indicates that the heroes must perform a skill test. The color
indicates the trait tested.

through the forest. But as the hour grew to its fullness, the
path shrank to the point of disappearing entirely.

Avoiding a sizable patrol, you slip into a narrow hallway overrun with
cobwebs and dust.
Go to 119

C

119

For each piece of heavy The
equipment
thisthe
hero
surprise and
pain wrench a cry
F
is carrying:
from you.

4

• Continue on your route without delay, trying not to think too
much about the treasures you might have found.
Gothe
to corresponding
136
just find
chapter in

11

Go to

You were neither able to eliminate the Mhaÿ leader, nor to discover
the object in the guards’ charge. At least you are still alive, and despite
your failure, you can inform the Council of the growing presence of
mercenaries
ceasing,
and the of the Black Hand in the fortress.

wind-whipped trees ﬂutter and dance like disjointed marionettes trying to grab you with their limbs.

End of the Game / “A simple reconnaissance”

Your route takes you to a village. Good fortune, considering
the stormy weather. You hasten to shelter beneath one of the
119
Go to
End of the chapter, and reference
to the
sheets of sturdy, decorative fabric connecting the buildings to
Strength
next chapter of the adventure
each other.
You realize that you have arrived at a village celebrating the
Thedirecting
dense foliage
into a into
veritable
You turn over the cylinder before
theforms
marble
a labyrinth you must
Equinox of the Kings. Laughter emanates from the grand
navigate, and this while trying to get your bearings, despite the
cavity.
The
disappears
into the
After a few
14
square, and stalls offering exotic
products
frommarble
other parts
of
darkness
andobject.
bad weather….
the Upper Lands have been set
up in the alleys.
seconds
of waiting, it opens, and you discover a drawing of a

25

Dexterity

Sense

Intelligence

Knowledge

WHO PARTICIPATES IN THE TEST?
The icon in the banner indicates whether the test is for a single hero, each hero
individually, or the group as a whole. A solo test simulates a challenge you must
face alone, such as avoiding an arrow; an individuals’ test simulates a challenge
you must all do under your own steam, such as climbing a cliff; a group test
simulates a challenge in which everyone works together, such as lifting a large
stone. Some tests are also limited to a specific number of heroes.

TEST TARGET
Solo test:
Only 1 hero participates.
Apply the result to the hero
who just performed the test.
Group test:
Each hero participates.
The total of everyone’s
results determines an effect
applied to the entire group.

B

Individuals’ test:
Each hero participates.
Apply each hero’s result independently from the others’.
Limit:
If the banner says “max X”,
then perform a group test
Max 2 including no more than X
participants from the group.

BALANCE

CLIMBING

ALCHEMY

CAMOUFLAGE

CHARISMA

MACHINERY

SWIMMING

STRENGTH

CRAFTING

KNOWLEDGE &
LEGENDS

This test activates Vigilance, so the
Yoktal can transform the specials he
rolls into successes for this test.

Evade the trap

Evade the trap

In one quick motion, you evade the jet of acid.

TEST TYPE REMINDER

The number of Difficulty dice you must take is indicated by
the test. Each Difficulty die has the following faces.

You must take a number of Skill dice (D12s) equal to the
value of your trait that is being tested. Each Skill die has the
following faces:

Unless stated
otherwise, this
counts as an
empty face.

Unless stated
otherwise, this
counts as an
empty face.
Success

Empty

TEST DIFFICULTY
You must take the number of Difficulty dice (D12s) indicated by the test.
This represents the difficulty of this test. The more Difficulty dice, the
greater the risk of failure.

=

Each test indicates the trait to be taken into account —
in this case, intellect. It will match the banner color.

Stop

Empty

Special

Special

Evade the trap

The Yoktal performs a solo test.
His Intellect is 2, so he grabs 2
Skill dice.

D

Ability on a
Talent card.

=

The surprise and the pain wrench a cry
from you.
Place a Noise token on your space.

E
C

DEMOLITION

In this example, the Yoktal has an
ability that allows him to transform
each special he rolls on the Skill dice
into a success for tests of Charisma
and Vigilance.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION TO PERFORM

3

VIGILANCE

ABILITIES
Some tests activate your hero’s abilities. If the same symbol exists
somewhere on your hero (on a Talent card, Item card, Weapon card…), you
can use the bonuses from these abilities. The bonuses stack.
15

For this test, the Yoktal
grabs 2 Difficulty dice.

END OF A SKILL TEST
FAILURE CONDITION FOR THE TEST

F

When the number of Stop tokens is attained , the test stops immediately in
failure. The active hero must apply the indicated effect. Then discard all of the
hero’s tokens, unless specified otherwise.

To do this, flip your Aura Point over to its exhausted side, and add a Skill die to
your dice. You keep the additional die for all rolls you make for this test, until
you either succeed, decide to stop, or fail.
If you want to repeat the test afterward, you would no longer have the additional die. You could, however, once again spend an Aura Point for an additional
die, since it’s a new test.

=

Note: You must apply the effects of failing the test as soon as you have obtained the indicated number of Stop tokens, even if you obtained the Success
tokens you needed for success at the same time. Failure always takes precedence over successes.

Using an Aura Point allows Yoktal to temporarily have 3
Intellect. Thus, he can use 3 dice for his test, rather than
just 2.

For this test, a single Stop is all it takes to end the test in failure.
The surprise and the pain wrench a cry
from you.
Place a Noise token on your space..

G

PERFORMING A SKILL TEST
Before starting the test, choose whether to spend an Aura
Point to gain an additional Skill die (limited to 1 per hero).
Then proceed with the following steps:

SUCCESS FOR THE TEST

When a hero attains the number of successes
indicated by an objective of
the test, this hero can end the test and apply its success effect. Some objectives
require a minimum number of success.

1. Take the Skill dice and the Difficulty dice into your hand.
2. Roll the dice.

“Bracing yourself, you begin pulling on the heavy chain to try to trigger some sort
of mechanism.”
This test requires at least 3 successes to succeed.

3

3. Take a number of Stop tokens equal to the number of
stops you rolled, and take a number of Success tokens
equal to the number of successes you rolled.
Remember to count your abilities, bonuses, and penalties.

In one quick motion, you evade the jet of
acid.

4. Check the failure condition for the test.
If you attained it, your participation in the test ends, and
you discard all of your tokens. Otherwise, the test can
continue, and you must choose whether to continue or stop (if you can).

If you attain at least this result without failing, apply
the effect of this objective.
Some objectives are hidden. You can stop whenever you want, and hope to have
attained the required number of successes.

1

1

1

If you continue, you must start back from Step 1, rerolling all of the
dice, and keeping all Success and Stop tokens you have so far.

1

“He seems eager to help you, no doubt to see to your quick departure. Nevertheless, he feels obligated to engage you in conversation about the group to
which you are supposed to belong. You are going to have to pull the wool over
his eyes, if you are to remain credible.”
In this case, the hero decides when to stop. You may try
to accumulate successes, or you might want to minimize
your risks of failure. When you stop, if you haven’t met
the failure conditions, apply the effect of that objective
(often going to a chapter number that will give you the
effect, depending on your successes).

2

3

3

3

4

4

5

5

If you stop, discard the Stop tokens, and count the number of
Success tokens you have.

/

For a group test, each hero performs their entire test
in turn order. Each hero can stop whenever they want,
except for the last hero, who must continue until the
group’s total successes reach an objective .

USING AN AURA POINT DURING A TEST

4

Your heroes have Aura Points (see p. 12). For each test,
a hero can use 1 Aura Point (and only 1 for the entire test) to
temporarily improve a trait and roll an additional
Skill die.

2
3

4
1

1

2
3

4
ACTION

1

2
3

4

1

3
4

5

1

3
4

5

1

For a solo or individuals’ test, you can only stop if
you reach an objective. In this case, apply the indicated
effect.

Once a hero stops, this hero’s successes for the group
are locked in, and can no longer be lost. However, discard
all Stop tokens this hero obtained before the next hero
starts their test.

You can find the uses for Aura
Points on your Hero card.
Here are Yoktal’s.

Once all heroes have performed the test, the test is complete; count up the total successes for the group.
Apply the effect of the obtained objective.
16

EXAMPLE:
Evade the trap

3

The surprise and the pain wrench a cry
from you.
Place a Noise token on your space..
In one quick motion, you evade the jet of
acid.

The Yoktal performs this test. He has an Intellect of 2, and thus takes 2 Skill
dice into his hand. He also takes the 2 Difficulty dice the test specifies. He
decides not to use an Aura Point, because he remembers that he has a Vigilance ability.

Result of the
first roll

Dice in hand

After the first roll, the Yoktal has rolled no stops. He gets
his first Success token, thanks to rolling a success. His
Vigilance ability transforms the special face into a success, so he also got a second Success token. He rolls the
dice again.

Result of the
second roll

Dice in hand

The Yoktal fails just as he was about to succeed: He rolled
a stop, and this test requires only 1 stop. This immediately ends the test, and the Yoktal applies the failure
effects of the test.

17

THE GAME PHASES
A game can span different phases. These can occur in different orders,
depending on the scenario, your choices, and your successes…. The Scenario Booklet will always explicitly tell you your current phase. The phases
are as follows:

105

The weather-worn bridge is composed of worm-eaten planks, some of You throw the balls vigorou
tumble
one by one. With a m
which
are play
broken.
In numerous
places, missing
of the structure
As you
a scenario,
destinations
willpieces
be provided
in the form
of Scenario
taking down the ﬁnal box as
will
require
you
to jump
over gaps.
cards
that
you
will place
directly on the Region board.
As you progress across the bridge, the slats of wood that suspend
you above certain death begin to crack under your feet. The more you You notice a barely visible sp
advance, the more the bridge sways dangerously, moaning and crea- you that one of the boxes wa
notices the recognition in you
king in ways you do not ﬁnd reassuring…
he quickly shoves one of his

Cross the bridge

Travel Phase
Explore Phase (Stealth and Combat)

You accept it with a fatal st
defeated this scoundrel.

For each piece of heavy equipment on the heroes:

Note: Although this rulebook will explain these to you in a particular order, they will not necessarily occur in that order when
you play.

Get a Rare Object Ca
01

In bad weather:

TRAVEL PHASE

4

ELEMENTS OF THE TRAVEL PHASE
THE REGION BOARD
The Region board depicts the group’s surroundings, and where you can move.
Each hex depicts a particular terrain type: forest, plain, mountain, swamp, sea,
city.

• The festivities seem to be
among the merchants’ stal
Go to
38

01

As soon as any hero fails this test
Go to 133

• Or leave the village with
Go to
86

You’re actually going to make it across this
dilapidated bridge!

If your Group token enters a hex linked to the scenario, a chapter number will
If all of chapter
the heroesof
pass
this
test:
indicate to which
the
current
Scenario Booklet you must refer to
Goadventure.
to
continue your
92
You descend a series of st
Obviously, this part of the an
The group approaches the Fortress of Shadows. Once they occupants.
have reached
it, they open the Scenario Booklet to Chapter 108 (as indicated on the
Scenario card placed on the Region board), and read the chapter aloud.

city

108

Nestled at an altitude in the heart of the01forest, the Fortress of Shadows ﬁnally stands before you. This
the headquarters of the dreaded mercenaries of the Black Hand. You afford yourself an hour of repos

mountain

Each hero gains 1 level of evolution

plain

reactivates 3 Aura points,

THE
BOARD
As
youDAY
look at
the tall walls, you discover three ways to enter the fortress.
The Day board depicts the passage of time during the heroes’ travels.
• You could scale one of the walls covered in plants to reach a lighted window. Go to
•Go through the sewers by pulling off a heavy grate blocking its access. Go to

78

•Try to hide in a cart that is about to enter the castle through its main entrance. Go to

forest

31

57

swamp

sea; it cannot
be traversed

The group of heroes never splits up during the Travel phase
(unless the scenario specifies otherwise). Your group’s
position on the Region board is always marked by the Group
token. As the group moves, you will move the Group token
accordingly.

In the upper-left corner sits the
Weather token, which will indicate
whether the weather is good or bad,
depending on which side is up. The
weather will make your trek more or
less difficult.
18

Good
weather

Bad
weather

3

TRAVEL CARDS

END OF THE DAY

There are 2 types of Travel cards: Day cards and Night cards. These cards serve
to punctuate your voyage, simulating events that will affect your group during
your travels.

Each time you need to rest or draw a Travel card, but there are no more empty
spaces on the Day board (i.e. it already has 6 Travel/Rest cards), the day ends.
Immediately add a crystal to the lower-left corner of the Day board. At some
point in the scenario, you will be asked how many crystals are there.

04

Day card

06

At the top of the card is the effect that
will trigger if you are not in the required terrain. In this example, the
effect will trigger if you are in neither
forest nor swamp.

03

Night card
02
03

06

06

04

05

06

01

Additionally, when the day ends, shuffle all of the Travel cards back into their
respective decks. Do the same for the Event cards. Finally, if you used the Rest
card, place it beside the Day board again.

EVENT CARDS
Event cards will determine the second part of the Event number, according to
the weather, and the mode you are in.
Side used in bad
weather

Example: You are in plains, in good
weather, so you go to Event 01-01.

05
01
Side used in good
weather

01

At the bottom of the card is the first
part of the event number that will
trigger if you are in the required terrain
(see The Terrains Match, p. 20).

05

01

01

01

TRAVEL TOKENS
The Travel tokens are beside the Region board. You earn
these tokens through events, or directly from Travel cards.
Depending on the weather, your group will need 2 (for good
weather) or 3 (for bad weather) Travel tokens to advance 1
hex on the Region board.

19

PLAYING THE TRAVEL PHASE :

Limit: The group cannot collect more than 3 Travel tokens. Any beyond
that go to waste.

During this phase, you can take the following actions: draw a Travel card, move,
rest, and collect. You don’t have to do them all. You can do them in any order,
and as many times as you wish. You can do the same type of action again, even
if you’ve done other types of actions in the meantime. Keep performing actions
until you are invited to move on to the Explore phase.

1.DRAW A TRAVEL CARD
01

1

01

To travel, the group must draw a Travel card
corresponding to the time of day (day 1 or
night 2 ).
Each Travel card tucked under a slot represents a
distinct moment that has passed during the day.

2

Look at the terrain depicted in the
lower-right corner of the card (when
oriented with the number at the bottom), then look at the terrain of the
Group token’s current hex. There are
two possibilities.

The group
is in forest

2. THE TERRAINS MATCH
If the terrain type on the card matches the one under the
Group token, tuck the card under the first available slot of the
Day board, so only the card’s illustration is visible 1 .

1.THE TERRAINS DO NOT MATCH
If the terrain type on the card does
not match the one under the Group
token (on the Region board), turn the
card 180°, and tuck it under the first
available slot of the Day board, so the
card’s illustration is hidden.

The Day card
is looking for
plains

The group is
in plains

01

Draw the first card of the Event deck 2 . Rotate the card to
match the current weather (good weather or bad weather),
then tuck it under the Travel card that triggered the event,
so that the two cards’ numbers combine to form a chapter
number for the Event Booklet. Turn to this chapter number in
the Event Booklet.

01

2
Each player must apply the card’s effects as depicted, from left to right:

a

The weather changes. Flip the
Weather token to show the
indicated side. If the Weather
token already shows that side,
nothing happens.

b

Obtain a Travel token.

01

02

a

b

/

Obtain a Travel token under
certain conditions*.

c
c

1

Obtain a Travel token or enter
a village (Villages are not
included in this demo version.
Take a Travel token instead).

01

* Certain cards present a condition to obtain the Travel token; for example,
being in mountains. In this case, the group only takes the Travel token if they
meet the condition; otherwise, they get nothing.
20

19

23

Vous avez
réussi dans
à accéder
de la forteresse
Le vous
souﬄempruntez
e court, vousun
foncez
au milieu
des branchages et des buisL’Équinoxe des rois, cette période est célébrée
partout
la aux basses-fosses
Traversant
plusieurs collines,
chemin
boueux
sons pour tenter de sortir du chemin de la horde.
région et nombre de villages se parent de drapeaux aux mille
sous une pluie battante. Vous
longez une rivière aux eaux tumulVous passez
en mode
couleurs, faisant la fête pendant des jours. Face
à vous,
se infiltration normale
tueuses espérant trouver un passage vers l’autre berge.
Le héros
groupe
déplacement
le plus faible
dresse un de ces villages en pleine effervescence.
D’un coup, un Sarycan surgit hors
dedu
l’eau
et avec
vousle attaque.
doit effectuer le test suivant :
Un peu partout des échoppes ont été dressées, de la musique
Ce lézard géant tente de vous agripper pour vous entraîner
s’élève de toute part et de grandes tentes couvrent la place
au fond de la rivière.
Distancer les créatures
centrale. Vous décidez de prendre une heure ou deux pour
visiter les lieux.
Rendez-vous au 135
01 05

05

05

01

Rendez-vous au

01

01
01

01

Pour chaque équipement lourd que le héros porte :

Event Booklet’s
Reference
Il y eu

01 05

d’abord ce silence, inquiétant, comme si la forêt entière
pressentait le danger imminent. Puis, portés par le vent, les
cris
de
de Gueules
05de dizaines
01
05bêtes hurlantes. Une horde
Rendez-vous
au
tueuses fonce dans votre direction. Ces molosses
difformes
arrivant à mi-cuisse chassent en meute et dévastent tout sur
leur passage. Bien01trop nombreux pour les Rendez-vous
affronter, votre
au
salut se trouve dans la fuite.

06

49

20
A
24
Note: There are 2 types of chapter numbers. The
ones for the Scenario Booklet are always Évitant
unique
une importante patrouille, vous vous glissez dans un étroit Vous n’avez pu éliminer le chef Mhaÿ ni découvrir l’objet dont ses
numbers from 01 to 999. Those for the Event
couloir envahi par les toiles d’araignées et la poussière.
hommes avaient la garde. Au moins, vous êtes encore en vie et au-delà
Vous arrivez près d’un ancien
champ de bataille. La végétation
de votre échec, vous pourrez informer le Conseil de la présence accrue
Booklet are always a pair of numbers, and they
a
commencé
à
recouvrir
les
corps jonchant
le sol.
Tels
les
des hommes
de la Main Noire
dans
la forteresse.
Rendez-vous au
16
range from 01-01 to 99-99. Always be careful
B
gardiens
silencieux
de
ces
dépouilles
tombées
dans
l’oubli,
to look only at the indicated chapter in the right
des arbres immenses entourent leFin
site.
fouiller
de laVous
partiepouvez
/ « Une simple
reconnaissance »
booklet.
Rendez-vous au

21

132

les ruines situées au centre de ce charnier en espérant y
trouver quelques objets utiles pour votre groupe.

Vous retournez le cylindre avant de diriger la bille vers une
25
• Vous
ensemble
et fouillez les lieux.
cavité. Cette dernière disparait
alorsrestez
à l’intérieur
de l’objet.
Remember: Each time a new day starts, removeAprès
all ofquelques
the cards
tucked
underilthe
secondes
d’attente,
s’ouvre
et vous découRendez-vous
au 117 Cette fresque dissimule une cache amovible. Vous découvrez
Après and
une shuffle
bonne heure
de route,
vousvrez
arrivez
facedecks.
àcréature
une
Day board,
them back
into their
respective
le dessin d’une
colossale et une étrange note :
un étrange médaillon que vous placez dans votre poche.
crevasse large de plusieurs dizaines de«�Le
mètres
netlevé. Le survivant de l’étoile revient.�»
captifstoppant
de Khun s’est
• Vousdevous
séparez
aﬁn de couvrir un maximum
Il vous
faut rapidement
prévenir le Conseil
la possible
menace.
votre progression. Fait de bois et de vieux
cordages,
un pont
Vous obtenez la Carte-Scénario 04.
Le
Mhaÿ
du
temps
n’est
peut
être
pas
mort
mais
quelque
chose
vous
de
surface
lors
de
vos
recherches.
04
suspendu en relie les deux côtés mais ce dernier est en piteux
dit que vos chemins se recroiseront…
Rendez-vous au

2.

état. Plusieurs planches ont disparue et le cordage semble
avoir subi d’innombrables intempéries.
Fin de la partie / «Telle une ombre»
MOVE

26

Votre tour se termine et la fresque ne peut

plus
être examinée.
• Ou vous continuez votre route sans
attendre
et tant pis pour
Défaussez les 2 Jetons-Intérêt.
When the group wants to move on Rendez-vous
the Region board,
e Weather
token.
les trésors
que vous auriez pu découvrir.
11 check the
au first
Rendez-vous au 136
22

-Good Weather side
-Bad Weather side

26
Vous avez réussi à pénétrer dans la forteresse mais les sentinelles ont
été attirées par
mouvements
dans l’ombre.Vous
arrivez
en
vue
des
: Spend 3 Travel tokens
tovos
move
to an adjacent
hex.
Cette partie des bois vous paraissait plus facile à traverser.
jardins du château avec des soldats à présent aux aguets.
Voilà
jolies
Fouiller ces
séparément aura été payant.
Mais l’obscurité de la nuit
a de
ﬁni
partrouvailles.
avoir raison
de lieux
votre
: Spend 2 Travel tokens

to move to an adjacent hex.

- The group can move in any direction to an adjacent hex. In general, you cannot
orientation et une inquiétante impression de tourner en rond
Un héros obtient une Carte-Objet Rare.
move onto sea hexes, or the half hexes at the edges
ofpassez
the Region
board..
commence
à vous étreindre.
Vous
en mode infi
ltration diffi
cile.
Rendez-vous au

Rendez-vous au

53

119

Un héros obtient une Carte-Arme Rare.

Example : The weather is bad, but the group decides to travel anyway. They
spend 3 Travel tokens to move 1 hex. They leave the plains to enter the forest,
uneheure
Carte-Action
:
Vous avez suivi pendant plusTirez
d’une
un chemin
parcoumoving their Group token to the adjacent forest hex.

rant la forêt. Mais au fur et à mesure, ce dernier s’est
rétréci
Vous êtes
repérés, vous passez
en mode combat.
avant de disparaître entièrement.
Rendez-vous au

Vous passez en mode
119

infiltration difficile.

La pluie ne semble pas vouloir cesser et les arbres balayésRendez-vous
par
au
le vent s’agitent tels des pantins désarticulés tentant
de vous agripper avec leurs branches.
Votre route vous conduit à un village. Une aubaine
vu le temps
19
déchainé. Vous n’hésitez pas à vous abriter 26
sous l’un des
immenses voiles reliant les maisons entre elles.
Vous découvrez un village en fête, célébrant l’Équinoxe des
rois. Des rires s’élèvent depuis la grande place et des étals
proposant des produits exotiques venant d’autres régions des
Terres Supérieures ont été dressés dans les ruelles.

8

Rendez-vous au

119

La végétation forme à présent un labyrinthe que vous
parcourez tout en tentant de suivre votre direction malgré
l’obscurité et le mauvais temps…
21

Rendez-vous au

119
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EXPLORATION PHASE:

1. ASSEMBLE THE TILES ACCORDING TO THE FLOOR PLAN

During your adventure, your Group must
sometimes venture into Locations, such
as dungeons or rooms. These Locations
will always be presented in the Exploration Booklet.

Start by collecting the Tiles indicated in the Exploration Booklet, then construct
the room as depicted. Rooms are composed of spaces. Each space is adjacent
to the 8 spaces around it. If there is a blocking obstacle (see p. 26) between 2
spaces, they are not considered adjacent.

EXPLORATION

THE EXPLORATION BOOKLET

u have no recollecare chained aboard

56

1

The Exploration Booklet helps you visualize a space in the game, such as a location or a room. These could be portions of
a dungeon, gardens, clearings, etc. This
is done either by setting up Tiles (for rooms), or directly on the page of the
booklet (for locations).
1
Exploring is always indicated by the Scenario Booklet or the Event Booklet,
which will refer you to a page of the Exploration Booklet.
When you see an Exploration icon, go to the corresponding number in the Exploration Booklet.
133

A1, A2, F1, G1, G2
3

122

2

37

40
130

56
G2

3
122 Scenario Booklet instructs you to open
Example: The
the Exploration Booklet to page 8.

A plank yields and plummets.
You feel your heartbeat pounding in your head as you pry your eyes
open to verify that your reﬂexes did, in fact, manage to grab a rope as
gravity started to drag you through the bridge. Hazarding a glance at
the emptiness below you, you scramble back up and tentatively yet
hurriedly work your way back the way you came.
The moment you return to solid ground at the edge of the precipice,
you exhale so hard that you wonder if you had forgotten to breathe that
whole time. No question now, you’re taking another route….

who explain to you

d where you have

ngth; tomorrow, you

he mines”

Different tokens to place according
to the floor plan

A1, A2, F1, G1, G2

2

F1

3

F1

119

Go to

134

SETTING UP A LOCATION

You arrive in a large room that is severed in its center by a deep fault.

In some cases, the page Exploration Booklet directly illustrates the location to
explore. Place the Exploration Booklet in the play area, open to this page. It is
You are facing the Mhaÿ of Time and his henchmen.
possible
that the original chapter of the 37
Scenario Booklet gives specific instructions
for this location. In this case, leave the Scenario Booklet open to the origiter gushing from
it.
t seems like a crank
it.
nal chapter.
03
01
If the last Journey Card played on the Time board is a Night card
go to
76

of the basin

01 01

08

the hero

01

mes:

01

03

03

A1

If you came from outside

Scenario Booklet

33

135

Encounter

At the beginning of a turn, each player places their hero in a free
slot of a non-closed zone. Heroes are only dealing damages in the
zone they occupy. When the life points of a zone reach O, the players
resolve the zone effects and the zone is then closed.

chooses one of

As for any ﬁght, place an amelioration token each turn.
The Sarycan's life points change according to the number of heroes
involved in the ﬁght. There is no bonus/malus from adjacent
placement or if you outnumber the Sarycan.

gth to clamber
atures

130

FIGHT

THE

3

Sarycan

30

FOCUS: INTEREST TOKENS

36

While
you’re
setting
the room,
must
placethat
anvolume
Interest
onchronicles
each has nev
A heavy reinforced door
is closed.
An eagle’s
head up
is engraved
into it.youYou
are certain
24 oftoken
the Yoktal
space indicated by the floor plan.
written. So you take this book from the library, and
discovertoken
that in
it it,
actually
contains
a imhidden
When a hero enters a space with an Interest
this hero
must
compartment, in which you ﬁnd a key and a
mediately look in the Exploration Book to see the number depicted at that
strange amulet that seems incomplete. You slip
location, then immediately read that chapter
in the
Scenario Booklet. Only
them into your
pocket.
discard the Interest token if instructed to do so; otherwise, it stays where it is.

During its turn, the Sarycan draws an Action Card to know which
zone to attack, and attacks every hero in this zone. If there are no
hero in the zone, draw another card. The dice special sides of the
non-closed zones are modifying all the Sarycan attacks, whichever
zone he might attack.

Slice the tail

0

Get Scenario
Cards
02 and 03.
Example: The Sulk advances to Interest token
37. He
immediately
reads Chapter 37 of the Scenario Booklet.

3

26

Information related to the location being explored

A2

Place the different tokens as indicated in the floor plan. you will
use the Staging tokens when setting up the enemies, and during
their action phases.

If you came from the library or
the basements

the woods to

40

2. SET UP THE LANDMARK AND INTEREST TOKENS

Deploy your group on this space:

ldn’t stay down,
oughing up a
urn ends.

G1

02

No further hero can act on the library.
Discard the Interest token.
Reach for the heart

0

Go to

4

Wound the head

07

0

3

37
37

Exploration Booklet

SETTING UP A ROOM
The Scenario Booklet might indicate setting up a room, with or without enemies
in it. In this case, follow all of the instructions in the Scenario Booklet, then close
it.

The door leading to the exit is locked. You could try to pick th
you don’t have a key.
You could discard a Green Key to open the
door automatically.
OR

22

3

You could try to open the
with a lockpick. Perform

60
The two amulets also emit a glow. You unite them, and the joined

3.PLACE THE ENEMIES medallion transforms into a key.

The Scenario Booklet indicates the number of enemies present (if any), as well as
their positions in the room, via the Deployment table.
03
Discard Scenario Cards 03 and 04.

04

05

b

Get Scenario Card 05.

03

01 03

08

a

01

03

Go to

61

03

01

64of reading the Deployment table:
Example
Begin by placing an Enemy 03 on the yellow
You place the marbles in their
alcoves.
A Then
deep and
disquieting
sound
Staging
token.
an Enemy
01 and
ano03 from the top of ther
emanates
the totem
in 03
a sputter
steam.
Enemy
on theof
blue
Staging token,
and so on…
01 03
01
Threat increases by 2.
2
08
03
01 03

123

01

The corridor ends in a room, which has a basin full of water in its
center. To the left stands a totem of granite. To the right, a heavy
01 03
metal chain descends from an hole03
in the ceiling and disappears into
a crevice in the ﬂoor.
A fresco sculpted into a wall depicts the creation of the world.
Take the Enemy cards indicated, checking the number
a you
As
advance into the room, the water of the small basin suddenly
on each one, then place them beside the room.
begins to bubble, and stone walls descend to cover each exit. A veritable geyser of water is now shooting out of this basin, threatening to
drown the room.

91

Go to

65 the end of the column. For a
…through
3-player
game, you must also set up ano03
ther Enemy 01 on the blue Staging token, and
If you haven’t already done so, you can:
another Enemy 03 on the green Staging token.
01 03
01
• Participate
in a test of strength.
You would not continue to columns 4 and 5,
Go to
71 because you don’t have a 4th and 5th player.
08
03
• Test your skill by knocking over boxes with small balls.
01 03
Go to
83

• Attend the theatrical performance that seems to be starting.
Go to
99

PLACE THE HEROES

Roll the white Infiltration die (D10).

Unless indicated
otherwise
in a booklet,
• Or head
to the merchant
stalls. place the heroes on the space indicated
by the Heroes icon: Go to 118
Open the Exploration book to the page matching the die roll.
Place a hero of your choice on the space itself, and the others
on the available spaces closest to the icon.

/

66

/

Now refer to the Deployment table. Place the enemies column by column,
starting with the leftmost column, and continuing through the column
matching the number of heroes entering the room. Each
62cell of the table indicates
the enemy number whose figurine you need. Each row indicates the Staging token
of this enemy in the room.
placesatisﬁ
an enemy,
itsreinforced
figurine directly
on the
OnceTo
you’re
ed thatplace
you’ve
the bridge
enough, your
space of the indicated group
Staging
token.
begins to cross it. Looking at the abyss below your feet ﬁlls you

b

with disquiet; it looks like a gargantuan mouth about to gobble you up.
You steel your nerves by congratulating each other on the wise choice
Note: If the Staging to
token
is already
occupied by a figurine, the enemy figusecure
the bridge.

Attention: Spaces separated by blocking obstacles (see
onyou
theleave
next page)
are notRight
adjacent.
Preferring notBlocking
to wasteObstacle
any time,
immediately.
away,

you notice shadows approaching from beyond the trees.
An oﬃcer of the Black Hand appears, accompanied by a few guards.
But what are they doing here�?
You enter Difficult Stealth mode.

rine must go on an available adjacent space of your choice.

Cross the bridge
Example:
The first enemy goes on the yellow
Staging token.

Another enemy must be placed on
the same token. So you place it on
an available adjacent space.
As soon as any hero fails this test :
Go to 133

3

SPECIFIC ROOM CONDITIONS

03

The other heroes must place themselves without crossing the red line.

01 01

01

01

Each page of the Exploration Booklet may contain one or more specific instrucYour discretion enables you to make it across tions. These impose additional rules that always prevail over general rules.
safely… but what about the others?

If all of the heroes pass this test : go to
59

Place the first hero on the space
indicated.

06 03

86

Your group deploys on this space :

14 Remember to leave the Exploration Booklet open to the appropriate

66

page, to remind you of specific conditions and Interest tokens.

23

ABYSS SPACES

HOW ROOMS WORK

Heroes and enemies can cross black abyss spaces by leaping over them. They
block neither lines of sight nor projectiles.

BLOCKING OBSTACLE
Red lines and walls are blocking obstacles. Neither characters nor projectiles can traverse them. Neither
heroes nor enemies can see through
a blocking obstacle. Nothing can pass
through a blocking obstacle. It blocks
line of sight.

ANNOYING OBSTACLE
Yellow dashed lines represent
annoying obstacles (a thicket, a table, that sort of thing); scenery elements
which hinder vision and shooting, but which are passable. Crossing an
annoying obstacle’s line costs an additional Movement Point.

Abyss space

Leaping over an abyss space costs an additional Movement Point per abyss
space crossed (just like water). There is no limit to the distance a hero or enemy
can leap over abyss spaces; however, you cannot land on an abyss space.
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

WATER SPACE
Water spaces are depicted by blue areas. These hinder movement, but not lines
of sight or projectiles. Entering a water space costs an additional Movement
Point. Thus, if you traverse 2 water spaces, you must spend 4 Movement Points,
not just 2.

SHADOWY AREAS
These areas are only taken into account in Stealth Mode. A hero or a Cadaver
token in a shadowy area only enters an enemy’s field of vision if the enemy is
adjacent to it (see Stealth Mode, p. 30). Shadowy areas block neither line of
sight nor projectiles.

1

1

1

Water space
Shadowy area

24

FOCUS: MOVING HEROES AND ENEMIES

MOVING HEROES
Each hero gets one free move per turn. How far you can move for free depends on the movement value on your Hero board.

Heroes and enemies move from
their space to an adjacent space.
They can move orthogonally or diagonally.

Hero board

The Yoktal can move up to 4
spaces for free

You cannot bank unused movement for later; if you do not use it in its entirety
this turn, the remaining Movement Points for the turn go to waste.

b

a

A space is adjacent to another space
if it shares at least one corner with
the space. You always move to an
available adjacent space a .

a

An available space is a space
which contains no figurine b , no
blocking obstacle c , and no abyss.

1

You cannot move onto or traverse a
space occupied by an opponent d

a

.

Example: In case 1 , Yoktal uses his 4 moves in one go. In case 2 , he decides to use only 2; the other 2 he had for the turn go to waste.

c

2

You can traverse a space occupied
by an ally e , or an abyss space, but
you cannot stop there f .

Then, the hero can spend Action Points to move additional spaces, paying X Action Points for X spaces, as explained on your Hero board.

All other adjacent spaces are considered available for ending your movement there.

Example: The Yoktal has used his 4 free moves in one go 1 . He wishes to
move 1 space further. So, he spends 1 Action Point 2 , and moves 1 more
space 3 .

1
d

3

e

1

2
f
b

2

Abyss space

25

1

MOVING ENEMIES

FOCUS: LINE OF SIGHT

Each enemy has a number of Movement Points indicated on their Enemy card.
This number can be modified by Enemy Upgrade tokens (see Enemy Upgrade
Phase, p. 37).

Enemies use lines of sight to spot Stealthy heroes (see Enemy Stealth Phase, p.
31). Ranged weapons
also employ lines of sight: A character (hero/enemy)
must have a line of sight to shoot another character.

Example: This enemy has 4 Movement Points. With a +3 Movement
upgrade, it would have 7.

1

If the two characters are in the same row or column, check the line of sight
from space center to space center.
If the two characters are in different rows and/or columns, check the line

2 of sight between the “inside” corners — the corner of the shooting space
closest to the target, and vice versa.

Upgrade Token

Enemy movement is only usable in Combat Mode. In Stealth Mode, their movement will be managed by Action cards (see Stealth Mode, p. 28).

1
1

LEVITATION
A character that is levitating is not affected by water and
abyss spaces (i.e. no additional movement cost). It still
cannot finish its movement on an abyss space. It must
either stop before it, or completely traverse it.

2

A line of sight that grazes, overlaps, or bisects a blocking obstacle (red line) is
blocked and thus invalid.
Example :
a has a line of sight on this hero, but Enemy b does not: The
line of sight touches a red line around a blocking obstacle (the wall).

3 Enemy

4 Enemy

a has a line of sight on this hero, but Enemy b does not:
The line of sight runs along a red line around a blocking obstacle
(the wall).

5 Enemy

b does not have a line of sight on this hero: The line of sight runs
along a red line around a blocking obstacle (the wall). The other three characters can’t see this hero at all, because he is hidden behind the wall.

3

a
26

5

4

b

For a line of sight that grazes, overlaps, or bisects an annoying obstacle (dashed
yellow line):

SUMMARY TABLE

6

, the line
In Stealth Mode
of sight is considered invalid.

7

, the deIn Combat Mode
fender rolls an additional Dodge die
(see Combat Mode, p. 36), no matter
how many annoying obstacles the
line of sight traverses.

Move into or
through

6

Note: An ally (i.e. for a hero, another hero; for an enemy, another enemy)
is not considered an obstacle, and does not block line of sight. On the other
hand, an enemy is considered an annoying obstacle for shooting through
their space.
Abyss space

Example :

8 “through” its ally, Enemy

If Enemy

a

wants to shoot Hero
b .

c

, it can, because it can shoot

9 If Enemy

a

wants to shoot Hero

e

, Hero

d

Ranged attack
into or through

Now look at it the other way around: If Hero
wanted to shoot Enemy
, Enemy b would be an annoying obstacle. If Hero e wanted to shoot
Enemy a , Hero d would not be in the way at all.

1

a

8

1

is an annoying obstacle.
c

c

b

d

Line of
sight into
or through

1

7

a

End movement
there

GOLDEN RULES

9

In shadowy areas, enemies never see a hero or a cadaver unless they
are on an adjacent space.
Blocking obstacles invalidate lines of sight, even to adjacent spaces.

e
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1. STEALTH MODE

FOCUS: THE STEALTH BOARD

23

The Scenario Booklet always indicates when you are entering Stealth Mode.
.
There are 2 levels of Stealth: NORMAL 19 and DIFFICULT

You have succeeded in accessing the lower depths of the fortress.

The Stealth board has two sides, one for normal Stealth, the other for difficult Stealth. Both work the same way; only the Threat track is different.

Short of breath, you rush through the branches
and bushes, trying to
6
get out of the way of the horde.
Stealth level (normal or

1

You enter Normal Stealth mode.

3

4

The hero in the group who has the lowest movement
must take the following test :

2

SETUP

Each time you enter Stealth Mode (even
if you’ve been in it before), do the fol01 05
lowing:

A Place the Stealth board in the play area with the appropriate side up (normal or difficult).

05

01

05

01 05

01

Go to

A

20

Go to

Example: When the cube reaches
You were neither
able section,
to eliminate
Mhaÿ leader, nor to discover
the orange
eachthe
enemy
the object incan
thesee
guards’
charge.
Atwhere
least you
2 spaces
from
it isare still alive, and despite
your failure,standing.
you can inform the Council of the growing presence of

4 Number of Enemy Action cards

The
position
thesimple
cube on
the Threat track determines how many
End
of the
Gameof/ “A
reconnaissance”
actions they will perform in the Enemy phase (see Enemy phase, p. 31).

You turn over the cylinder before directing the marble into a
cavity. The marble disappears into the object. After a few
seconds of waiting, it opens, and you discover a drawing of a
colossal creature, and a strange note:

Threat track

“The captive of Khun has risen. The survivor of the star returns.”
You must quickly warn the Council of the possible menace.
The Mhaÿ of time may not be dead, and something tells you your
paths may cross again….
End of the Game / “Like a shadow”

Noise and Cadaver
tokens

The position of the cube on the Threat track determines how far
49
Go to
the enemies can see. This simulates how attentive they are. The more
alert they are, the further they peer.

mercenaries of the Black Hand in the fortress.

16

21

C

5 06

24

Avoiding a sizable patrol, you slip into a narrow hallway overrun with
cobwebs and dust.

B

2 The Threat track

3 Vision distance for the enemies

D Shuffle all of the Action cards to form a deck. Place it where there is room
beside it for a discard pile.

difficult).

The further along the
Threat
Distance yourself from the creaturestrack the cube is, the
more enemies that activate,
7
and the further they can see.
The cube advances according to
your actions.
For each piece of heavy equipment this hero
is carrying:

B Place a Resource cube of your choice on the first space of the Threat track.
C Place the Noise tokens and Cadaver tokens nearby.

1

22

2

D

4

You have made your way into the fortress, but the sentries have been
alerted by your movements in the shadows. You now can see the
castle gardens, guarded by soldiers now on the lookout.
Important: Reshuffle the discards with the deck to recreate a
new deck ofYou
Action
cards
time the
group enters Stealth
enter
Diffieach
cult Stealth
mode.
Mode, and each time you see this icon:
Go to

53

The enemy will now
use 3 Action cards.

25

This fresco conceals a detachable cache. You discover a
strange medallion, which you place in your pocket.
Enemy sight distance follows the line of sight rules.
Get Scenario Card 04.
04

an alarm
5 Triggering
Your turn ends
thereaches
fresco can
longer
If theand
cube
theno
end
of the Threat track, or a hero has been
be examined.
spotted, or a cadaver has been found, or the deck of Action cards is empty,
Discard
2 Interest
this
triggerstokens.
an enemy alarm (see Triggering the Alarm, p. 34).
If this happens, you enter Combat Mode, and you will start the first turn of
combat with 0 initiative (see Combat Mode, p. 36).

26

6 Reminder to switch to

Combat
You’ve made some
niceMode.
ﬁnds�! Searching the area separately has
paid off.
A hero
a Rare
Object
card. Mode (see Playing in Stealth Mode on the
Hero
actions
in Stealth
7 gets
next page).

28 A hero gets a Rare Weapon card.

PLAYING IN STEALTH MODE

2

ASSASSINATING FROM A DISTANCE

a . You must
You can only perform this action if you have a ranged weapon
have a valid line of sight on the target (see Line of Sight, p. 28). Spend 5 Action
Points b to eliminate the target. Remove the enemy figurine from the board,
and replace it with a Cadaver token c . Place a Noise token d atop the Cadaver
token.

You play in cycles. Each cycle comprises 3 phases:
Primary hero phase
Enemy phase
Secondary hero phase
Continue chaining cycles until you are invited to leave Stealth Mode. Frequently,
you will leave Stealth Mode because you have triggered an alarm.

b

PRIMARY HERO PHASE

d

Each of you gets a turn; however, for this phase, the turn order can be whatever
you like.

c

a
1
At the beginning of your turn, you get all 6 of your
.
Action Points
During your turn, you can perform whichever specific
Stealth actions you like. All the types of action you can
perform are depicted to the right. You can keep performing actions as long as you have the Action Points to
do so. The Scenario Booklet may also offer other actions you can perform.

2

3
4

4

ASSASSINATING HAND TO HAND

You can perform this action no matter
what weapon you have (you can even
do it with your bare hands). The target
must be on an adjacent space. Spend 4
Action Points a to eliminate the target. Remove the enemy figurine from
the board, and replace it with a Cadaver
token b .

b

MOVING A CADAVER

You can move a Cadaver token from your space or a space adjacent to you, to
your space or a space adjacent to you b . This costs 1 Action Point a . If you
move a Cadaver token to an abyss space c , discard the token.

In Stealth Mode , you might end up unconscious. If
this happens,
another hero can spend 6 Action
Points to revive you.

1

3

a

a

MOVING

b

Once per turn (and only if you haven’t put yourself on standby yet — see below), you can use your free movement. When you do so, you can choose to move
less than your free movement allows; however, the rest goes to waste. In other
words, you get one free movement per turn, of a distance less than or equal to
your Movement trait.

c

ENDING YOUR TURN OR GOING ON STANDBY

free movement
(5 here)

If you wish to move several times (or make a longer
move), you can pay to do so. You must spend the number of Action Points indicated on your Hero board, and
move 1 space per payment. You can repeat this as many
times as you wish and your Action Points allow.

When you cannot or do not want to take further actions, you can end your turn
or put yourself on standby. If you end your turn, all remaining Action Points go
to waste, and you cannot play again during this cycle.
If you put yourself on standby, you spend the number of Action Points indicated
on your Hero board, and turn your cube to its Standby face. Once you are on
standby, you cannot use your free movement, even if you had not already used it.

Action Points to spend
per movement

Action face

This is the only action whose cost is not
depicted on the Stealth board, because it is
already depicted on your Hero board. Other
than this, it is just like the other Stealth
actions.

Standby face

Putting yourself on standby allows you to reactivate at any moment during this
cycle (notably in the secondary hero phase).
Note: For most heroes, going on standby costs 1 Action Point.
29

INCREASING THE THREAT

Hero b decides to reactivate to
assassinate the enemy.

At the end of your turn, and each time you go on standby, you must roll the
Threat dice. Roll 1 Threat die per type of action you performed on your turn. If
you must roll 3 or more dice, roll the black Threat die, instead.

a

b

Remember: Hero b doesn’t
need to spend Action Points to
reactivate; just for the actions
themselves.

Threat die to roll for each
action taken

Hero b spends 5 Action Points to
assassinate from a distance (they has
a ranged weapon ). They replaces
the enemy with a Cadaver token with
a Noise token atop it.

For each icon on the Dice, increase the Threat level on the
Threat track.

Attention: 3 white Threat dice
(D10s) transform into 1 black
Threat die (D10).

5
a

b

c

Attention : The special face of the white
Threat dice is triggered by heavy equipment.
Each heavy equipment icon on an active hero
turns into a Threat icon.

Hero b has no more Action Points,
and ends his turn. He rolls a white
Threat die for the single action he took
during this activation c . Hero a resumes his turn and moves to the white
space by spending 2 Action Points d .
He rolls 1 white Threat die e because
all he did was move this turn (a free
move before the interruption, and 2
paid moves after it).

Remember: Going on standby ends your turn. Remember to roll the Threat
dice corresponding to the types of actions you took during the activation
each time you go on standby. If you do the same type of action several times
during an activation, you only roll 1 Threat die for that type of action.

a

2
d

REACTIVATING
If you are on standby, you can reactivate at any moment. You can interrupt any
action in progress (whether it’s an ally’s action or an enemy’s), to continue your
turn by performing one or more actions using your remaining Action Points.
You cannot use your free movement when you reactivate, even if you didn’t use
it before going on standby. When you are done, you again can choose either to
end your turn or to go on standby once more (spending the Action Points to do
so, again, as well). The action you interrupted then continues as usual.

e

You can also reactivate during the Enemy phase. You can even interrupt an enemy’s move; you do not have to wait for the enemy to complete its move, nor do
you need to wait for an entire Action card to be completed.
Example:
This enemy is going to move 1 space to the left. At the end of its move, it will
see the hero. Before the enemy can finish its move, the hero reactivates and
moves. He spends an Action Point to put himself back on standby, and rolls 1
Threat die for the 1 type of action he performed during the activation.

Example of reactivating:
Hero a wishes to move to the white
space, but he has already used his
free movement this turn, and does
not have enough Action Points to assassinate the enemy and resume his
movement.

a

1

b

30

2

Example:
The Yoktal has done his free move 1 , and has assassinated an opponent 2 ,
moved the body 3 , then finally moved once more 4 .
Thus, he must roll 1 Threat die total for the 2 move actions a , 1 die for
the hand-to-hand assassination b , and 1 die for moved the cadaver c .
That’s 3 Threat dice (1 per action type), so he rolls the black die instead.

1

4

ENEMY PHASE
Draw a number of Action cards
indicated on the Stealth board,
then apply each card’s effects
in order. After applying an Action card’s effects, discard it.

Draw the cards one by one at the beginning of the phase,
and be sure to resolve them in the order they were drawn.
If the Threat value changes during this phase, do not draw
additional Action cards.

2

If you are on standby, you can interrupt the current action to reactivate. Once you end your turn or pay to go on
standby again, resume the Enemy phase right where you
left off.

a

2

b

4

3

c

5

4

3

Other types of
Action card you
might see

Note: Not all Action cards have the same structure, which means they don’t
all work exactly the same way.

a

Note: When a room contains no enemies, or when the final enemy falls, you
no longer roll Threat dice at the end of your turn/activation; however, other
effects or actions that directly increase the threat or directly require rolling
Threat dice still apply.

UPPER PART

1

The upper part is divided
into 2 steps to be performed
in order, from top to bottom.

2

2
4

END OF THE PRIMARY HERO PHASE
This phase ends once all heroes have either gone on standby or ended
their turn.

LOWER PART

Note: The lower part is used at other moments in the game. How it’s used
depends on the situation. In general, the Scenario Booklet will give you the
specifics each time you need to use the lower part.
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2

READING AN ACTION CARD
1

FOCUS

4

MOVE

2
4

a

d

2

b

c

d

a

Number of enemies (in this case, 2).

b

Movement for these enemies (in this
case, 2 spaces).

c

Indicates movement direction (in
this case, any direction).

Indicates a destination so you know which enemies are moving, and to
where. So, you would read the step depicted here as, “The 2 enemies
closest to the green Staging token move 2 spaces toward it.”

Note: When you are instructed to move the enemies that are closest to a
Staging token, ignore all enemies already there or that cannot get any closer
to it. Consider all of the other enemies that could get closer to it by at least 1
space.

a

2

e

4

e

d
b
c

f

Activation condition for this step
(in this case, only if an enemy is
on the green Staging token).

a

b

Movement for the enemy (in this
case, 4 spaces).

c

Indicates movement direction (in
this case, northwest).

d

Reference for the north
(see the Exploration Booklet).

The Vigilance token to place on a space in front of the enemy figurine after
its move (position it in the same direction as the Action card).
Only place this token on an available space with no obstacles
and no enemies in it, that is still on the Tile.

FOCUS: MOVING ENEMIES IN STEALTH MODE
f

In Stealth Mode, enemies do not use the Movement Points on their Enemy
cards. The Action card defines the number of spaces they will move.
When an enemy moves in Stealth Mode, it always takes the shortest path
possible without traversing an annoying obstacle. It can, however, enter
water spaces and cross abyss spaces, if that is the shortest path to the destination the card indicates; of course, the usual movement costs apply.

Enemy field of vision, which is 3 spaces wide, going
to infinity or until obstructed by blocking or annoying
obstacles. This enemy ignores all other spaces around
it. Shadowy spaces do not block line of sight, but everything in a shadowy space (that is not adjacent to the
enemy) remains invisible.

The wall is a blocking
obstacle, hiding everything behind it.

Important note: If there are several paths that are shortest, or
“too many” enemies at the same distance, the heroes get to choose
between the options. You are absolutely welcome to choose the tied
option that you think will be best for the heroes.

He can see what’s
on the other side
of the shadows,
just not what’s
in them.

Example of reading the enemies’ Move:

3
3

The Focus step of the Action card is active under one condition, which is usually an enemy figurine being on a particular Staging token. On the card shown
above, the Focus step only occurs if a figurine is standing on the green Staging
2
token. If there isn’t one on it, skip this entire step; if there is, apply the effects
depicted on the card:
The figurine on the green Staging
token moves 4 spaces in the indicated
direction, relative to the reference cardinal
direction (which you can check in the Exploration Booklet). In this case, the enemy
should move northwest. For the moment,
the enemy does not see any heroes, neither
before nor after its move.

A

The two enemies closest to the green Staging token
move 3 spaces toward it.
Continue to the next step on the Action card: Focus.
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4

Example of reading the enemy’s Focus:

A

3
3

1
At the first threat level, the
enemy only sees up to 1 space
away.

2

At this level, it only notices
things in adjacent spaces.

At the end of its move (continuing from the Move
example on the previous page), Enemy 1 has met the
condition for the Focus step of the Action card by reaching the green Staging token. So, first, it moves 3 spaces
to the left, brushing past Enemy 2 , who doesn’t budge.
3

2
When the enemy has finished its move,
it raises their eyes to peer in a particular
direction. Place a Vigilance token beside the miniature, pointed in the direction indicated on the
card a . The enemy now sees everything in their
line of sight.

B

Hero b is visible because the enemy’s field of
vision passes through the shadows. Hero c is not
visible, because he is “in” an annoying obstacle.
Hero d is in the shadows and remains invisible,
because the enemy is not adjacent to him.

3

4

a
At the end of its move, you place a Vigilance token as
depicted on the card.

b

3

B

3

c
d

This enemy has dashed past the wall to peer attentively
to the left, and now sees this hero.
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SECONDARY HERO PHASE
Once all of the Enemy Action cards have been resolved, if the alarm has not
been triggered (see Triggering the Alarm, below), the heroes can play their
secondary phase.
Only heroes who are still on standby and have sufficient Action Points to perform further actions can play during the secondary hero phase.
This phase plays just like the primary hero phase, except that you can no longer
use your free movement for the turn, even if you did not use it in the primary
hero phase. At the end of this phase, all remaining Action Points go to waste.
Then you start a new cycle, beginning with a new primary hero phase.

Remember, if an enemy could trigger the alarm, this only happens if no hero can
eliminate the enemy first (by reactivating from standby and assassinating it
somehow).
Example:
In its next move, the enemy will be able to see the hero. If the hero is on
standby, he could reactivate and hand-to-hand assassinate the enemy as
it steps adjacent to the hero. This would prevent the alarm being triggered.

A

B

RULES FOR ENDING STEALTH MODE
TRIGGERING THE ALARM
An enemy who sees a hero or a cadaver is going to trigger
the alarm; however, you can immediately eliminate this
enemy (for example, via hand-to-hand assassination), you
are allowed to do so to prevent the alarm from being triggered. Remember, if you are on standby, you can interrupt an
enemy’s action at any moment, which includes the moment between realizing
they should sound the alarm and doing so. If you cannot eliminate every enemy
who was about to trigger the alarm, Stealth Mode ends, the turn ends immediately, and you enter Combat Mode (see Combat, p. 36).

C

Remember: If an enemy sounds the alarm, you will start combat with
0 initiative.

Example:
In this situation, in its next move, the enemy will be able to see the cadaver. Even if the hero is on standby and can reactivate, he won’t be able to
assassinate the enemy, because that would require performing two actions,
movement and assassination, when only assassination is allowed.

Stealth board reminder

An enemy sounds the alarm as soon as a hero or cadaver
appears within its field of vision. In Stealth Mode, enemies see a certain number of spaces around them (including
behind them), determined by the position of the cube on
the Threat track.

Important reminder: In Stealth Mode, enemies do not see what is in shadowy
spaces, and do not see through annoying obstacles, regardless of their vision
distance, even when peering in the Focus step of the Action card… unless they
are adjacent to the hero/cadaver there. Enemies never see through blocking
obstacles, and always see through their allies.

Note: He could also reactivate to move the cadaver before the enemy sees
it. It’s all about strategy!
Triggering the alarm automatically starts Combat Mode.
Remember: When a room contains no enemies, or when the final enemy falls,
you no longer roll Threat dice at the end of your turn/activation; however,
other effects or actions that directly increase the threat or directly require
rolling Threat dice still apply.
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When all of the heroes have exited through the same exit, you can continue the
adventure by following the instructions in the Scenario Booklet.

VOLUNTARILY ENDING STEALTH MODE
In a hero phase (primary or secondary), if no hero is in enemy line of sight, you
can agree to end Stealth Mode voluntarily.

Attention: You can only exit in Stealth Mode. In Combat Mode, you must
eliminate all enemies before you can leave a room.

Important: If you decide to end Stealth Mode voluntarily, you retain your initiative for Combat Mode.

OTHER FACTORS THAT CAN TRIGGER THE ALARM
The alarm is also triggered if:

A

The cube advances to the final space of the Threat track.

B

The deck of Action cards is exhausted.

C

If someone rolls the special face of the black Threat die.

A

B

C

If one of these triggers ends Stealth Mode, if at least 1 enemy is present, Combat
Mode ensues.

LEAVING A ROOM
In Stealth Mode, you can leave the room without eliminating all enemies. To do
so, all heroes in play must exit through the same exit.
You cannot leave the location until you have revived all unconscious heroes.
There will always be at least one exit from a room; either via
an Access token 1 , or via an Interest token 2 that might
represent a hidden exit. To exit, you must move onto the
token and read the corresponding chapter number in the
Scenario Booklet. If the chapter explains that you can exit,
then you can choose to do so (you are not required to do so).
If you do, place your figurine beside the Tiles, and do not
participate in the game. At the start of any subsequent cycle,
you may choose to return to play by placing your figurine
on the token through which you had exited. Only heroes can
leave a room.
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1
37

2

36

rced door is closed. An eagle’s head is engraved into it.

37

You are certain that volume 24 of the Yoktal chronicles has never been
written. So you take this book from the library, and
discover that it actually contains a hidden
compartment, in which you ﬁnd a key and a
strange amulet that seems incomplete. You slip
them into your pocket.

37 02 and 03.
Get Scenario Cards

02

03

No further hero can act on the library.
Discard the Interest token.

37
The door leading to the exit is locked. You could try to pick the lock if
you don’t have a key.
You could discard a Green Key to open the
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A ROUND OF COMBAT MODE

COMBAT MODE :
Unless specified otherwise by the scenario, when you enter
Combat Mode, you begin with all of your Action Points.

Remember: Stealth Mode rules do not apply in Combat
Mode.

SETUP
Place the Initiative gauge and Character tokens near the play area.

Initiative phase
Enemy Upgrade phase
Character Action phase

INITIATIVE PHASE
Each hero and enemy has an initiative level. This level defines the order in
which the characters (heroes and enemies) will perform their actions in Combat
Mode. The higher a character’s initiative, the more that character will do before
the others. If a hero and an enemy have the same initiative, the heroes choose
which goes first.

Hero initiative
(in this case, 4)
Enemy initiative
(in this case, 4)

At the beginning of each round of combat, each hero may spend Action Points to
increase their initiative for that round. Either way, place your Character token
on the Initiative gauge to match your current initiative value.

FOCUS: ENEMY CARD ANATOMY
4
a

1

Example: The Yoktal has Initiative of 4 1 . He decides to
spend 2 Action Points 2 to increase it to 6 for this round
of combat. He doesn’t alter his initiative on his Hero
board; he simply slots his Character token into 6 on the
Initiative gauge 3 .

b
c

2

5
3

1

Enemy number. This acts as a reference to the Scenario Booklet.

2

Enemy’s attack (left part of the combat row).

3

Enemy’s defense (right part of the combat row).

4

Enemy’s combat table.

a
b
c

5

3

2 2

Initiative
Movement Points

1

Life Points
Some enemies have special abilities.

Note: Reset the Initiative gauge for each round of combat. Once each hero
has made their choice about Initiative, continue to the next phase.

Remember: If you entered Combat Mode by triggering an alarm,
each hero’s Initiative starts at 0 for the first round.
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0

CHARACTER ACTION PHASE

ENEMY UPGRADE PHASE

In initiative order (highest to lowest), each character will perform all of their
combat actions. If there is a tie, the heroes decide which among them goes first,
to the heroes’ advantage. When it is time for an enemy type to act, all enemies of
that type act one after the other, but the heroes choose in which order the enemies of that type act.

For each type of enemy present, draw a random Upgrade token
from the bag and place it face up on the enemy card. These tokens
will upgrade all enemies of that type for this round of combat.

Example: In this situation, the enemy
1 goes first, because his Initiative is
highest. Once he is done, it will be this
hero’s turn 2 .

Example: The Black Hand archers 1 will have +2
Initiative and +1 Movement for this round of combat,
thanks to their Upgrade token.

1

2

After that hero goes, there is a tie
between this enemy 3 and hero 4 .

1

2
3

The players decide that the hero will
go first.

The Black Hand swordsmen 2 will have +3 Initiative
for this round of combat, thanks to their Upgrade token.

2

1

4

MOVEMENT
FOR THE ENEMIES

3

Enemies will attack immediately if they can. If this is not possible, they will
move first. They never move after attacking in the same round.
Enemies move the same way heroes do, according to the movement rules described previously (see p. 25). An enemy always takes the shortest path, and in such
a way as to optimize his abilities.

FOCUS: ENGAGED CHARACTER
A character (hero or enemy) is engaged if he has at least one opponent
adjacent to it. A character without any adversaries adjacent to him is an
unengaged character.

2
Reposition each enemy type’s Character token on the Initiative gauge
accordingly.

1

Once each enemy type has an Upgrade token on its card, continue to the next
phase.

Engaged characters
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Unengaged characters

ENEMY ATTACKING HAND TO HAND
If the enemy is unengaged, he moves toward the nearest unengaged hero. If
there aren’t any, the enemy moves toward the nearest engaged hero.
If the enemy is already engaged, he does not move, and his movement for the
round goes to waste.
Example: This Black Hand swordsman 1 moves toward the Yoktal, since
he is the nearest unengaged hero (the Sulk is nearer, but is engaged). The
other Black Hand swordsman 2 is engaged with the Sulk, and thus does
not move.

If the enemy is engaged: The enemy cannot move; their movement for the
round goes to waste.
Important: If an enemy attacking from a distance does not have enough
movement to attack, instead the enemy will use their movement to get as
close as possible to the nearest unengaged hero; if there aren’t any, the
nearest engaged hero.

FOR THE HEROES
If you are engaged (whether this was the case at the beginning of your turn,
or occurred during your move), you lose the remainder of your free move
(which may well be all of it). On the other hand, you can still use your Action
Points to move and disengage from the enemy by moving away from it.
If you are unengaged, you have the full free move granted by your Hero board (unless you engage an enemy along the way). You cannot bank part of the free move
for later; if you go on standby, the remainder of your free move goes to waste. In
addition, you can spend X Action Points to add X spaces to your free move.

ATTACK
When attacking, characters roll dice or deal automatic damage.
: Do 1 damage.
: Do 2 damage.

1

: Do nothing other than
the special ability.

2

When attacking hand to hand, characters (Heroes or Enemies) deals as many
extra damages to their target as they
have allies currently engaging their
target.

FOR THE ENEMIES
ENEMY ATTACKING FROM A DISTANCE

:

If the enemy is unengaged: The enemy moves (if necessary) just far enough
to gain a valid line of sight (see Line of Sight, p. 26) without penalty on the
nearest hero, while maximizing the distance between them, as well.
If the enemy starts his turn with a valid target without penalty, the enemy
does not move, even if he could move further from the target.
Example: This Black Hand archer has no valid target, and is unengaged;
his nearest target is the Yoktal. He moves back to get as far from its target
as possible while maintaining a line of sight on the target. Thus, the archer
prefers Position 1 (3 spaces away) over Position 2 (2 spaces away).

As soon as it can, an enemy will attack
their target. Each enemy’s attack is
specified in the combat row on their
Enemy card.

The enemy will roll Attack
or Power
dice
as depicted on the attack portion of his combat row + any gains from
the Upgrade token on its card.

Example: This swordsman will attack with 2 Attack dice (red), plus the
Upgrade token provides a Power die (yellow), as well. This enemy also
deals 1 automatic damage to his target.

1

2

Swordsmen attack for
this round
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The first [red] row of each Weapon card
represents the weapon’s most basic attack. 2
You must spend the indicated number of
Action Points to perform the attack.

The swordsman also has a special ability that causes each special face on
the attack dice
to cancel one defense die
roll by his target.

3

3

0

1

Example: By spending 3 Action Points, this hero can roll 1 Attack die (red)
2
4
and 2 Power dice (yellow).

3

1

1

The hero’s attack

The rows below it can improve this attack, as you master the weapon. All effects that improve a face or a die are cumulative.

Some enemies and heroes have special abilities. All of these are explained
in detail in the Icon Reference section at the end of the rulebook.

Example: By spending an additional Action
Point (3 + 1 = 4 Action Points), this hero can
enable the special faces of the Power dice
to
inflict 2 additional damage. These faces were
2
already doing 1 damage, due to the weapon’s
special ability, so now they do 3 damage.

FOR THE HEROES
To attack, you will use your equipped weapon. There are two categories of
weapon: Hand to Hand and Ranged.

3

USING YOUR WEAPON

4

You will use the different combat rows of your weapon to attack your enemies. To do this, you must spend Action Points.

2

3

0

4

2

1

1

Example: By spending 3 + 1 + 2 = 6 Action
Points, this hero can do everything described
above, plus strike several spaces around him
at once. Instead, he could spend 3 + 2 = 5
Action Points to use only the basic attack and
the multi-space strike, skipping the damage
boost.

1

Most weapons have a special ability depicted
in a gray first row.

04

3

0

4

2

1

3

1

2

3

4

2

3

1

These work the same way, except that you must have a line of sight on your
target.
Just as an attacking character rolls Attack and/or Power dice, the target will
roll Defense and/or Dodge dice (see Defense, next page).

3

0

4

2

1

1

1
04

2

RANGED WEAPONS

2

Example: The Two-Handed Axe transforms each special face you roll on
1
your Power dice (yellow) into 1 damage.
3

2

1

0

If you have sufficient wielding ability to access all combat rows of your
weapon, you can combine the effects however you like, or simply choose one.

HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS

3

3

Attack roll results
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0

DEFENSE

Example: This hero can roll 1 Defense die
against
each attack for 0 Action Point. For 1 additional Action
Point, he can also transform all of
3 special faces he
2 the
rolls into 2 shields. His armor grants him a passive shield,
as well.
1
3

When attacked, a character will try to defend itself.. A character may have a paspas
sive defense and/or an active defense. The character will roll Defense dice
or
Dodge dice
and add their passive bonuses or special abilities.

4

: Cancel 1 damage.
: Cancel 2 damage.

2

0

1
1

02

: Completely cancel the entire attack.

Finally, he can completely destroy (and lose) his armor for a one-time
defense of 3 shields.

: Do nothing other than the special ability.
When attacked from a distance, if the attacker’s line of sight touches or crosses
at least one annoying obstacle (or goes “through” another enemy), the defender
(Hero or Enemy) gets an extra Dodge die. He also gets an extra Dodge die if he or
his attacker is engaged. These two scenarios can pile up, meaning that the defender
can get up to 2 extra Dodge dice.

FOR THE ENEMIES

02

You get to choose whether and exactly how to activate your defense after seeing
your opponent’s attack roll. Yes, you get to know the result of their attack before
you decide how many Action Points to spend activating your defense options.

Enemies always defend themselves as much as they possibly can.
Take the Defense or Dodge dice indicated in the defense portion of the combat
row on the Enemy card, and add the bonuses granted by the Upgrade token, the
location, and by the enemy’s special abilities.
Example: The swordsman is attacked, and will roll 2 Defense dice.

Important: Holding back on your attack to conserve Action Points for defense may save your skin; but a stronger attack may prevent the need to
defend yourself at all. It’s your strategic choice to make!
Once the attack and defense are done, compare the two. Each damage not canceled by a shield causes the target to lose 1 Life Point.

APPLYING WOUNDS IN COMBAT
The swordsman’s defense

When a character is wounded by an attack, they lose life points.

FOR THE ENEMIES
Each enemy has a number of Life
Points defined by its Enemy card.

FOR THE HEROES
You have an activatable defense 1 . To use it, you must spend Action Points,
if you have any left at the end of your attacks. You may also have a passive
defense 2 that automatically shields you; these usually come from equipped
armor.

2

3

4

3

1

2

Otherwise, place Damage tokens near the figurine to remember how much damage this
enemy has taken.

0

1
1

1

If being wounded in combat
causes an enemy to lose its last
Life Point, remove its figurine
from the play area; it is considered
vanquished.

2

02

04
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2.FOR THE HEROES :
Each hero has a certain number of Life Points.

Shock damage

Life Point

Damage

The space is now considered empty, and any figurine can end its movement
there. If you are revived, you will reappear here (or on the nearest available
space, if this one is no longer available).
B1, C1, F2, G1

45

A hero can always use a potion on an adjacent hero.

Serious wound

At the end of combat, each unconscious hero regains 1 Life Point.

Each time you suffer 1 shock damage, move a crystal
from your Life Point area
1 to your Shock Damage area 2 .
Each time you suffer 1 damage, move a crystal from your Life Point area 1 to your
Damage area 3 .
Each time you suffer 1 serious wound, move a crystal from your Life Point area 1
to your Serious Wound area 4
If at any time you have no more
crystals in your Life Point area,
you are unconscious.

1

FOCUS: REGENERATION
The Awakened (the heroes) have a special regenerative ability: They can
transfer wounds from an unconscious hero to themselves to revive their
fallen friend.
At the beginning of each round of combat, before the Initiative phase,
the unconscious hero can recover 1 Life Point (move a crystal from any
Damage area to your Life Point area); however, in order to do this, each
conscious hero must suffer the
same
damage that the unconscious
B1,
C1,type
F2,ofG1
hero healed. If all conscious heroes have only 1 Life Point remaining, they
will not be able to do this.

2
45

1

END OF COMBAT MODE
At the end of combat, move all crystals that are in your Shock Damage
area back to your Life Point area.

2

Combat Mode ends when all enemies have been defeated, often leading to a
chapter number in the Scenario Booklet.

3
33

107

140

12

B1, C1, F2, G1

45

121

4
33

To heal a damage, you can drink
a yellow potion at any time. This
moves 1 crystal from your Damage area to your Life Point area.

3

To treat a serious wound, you can
drink a red potion at any time.
This moves 1 crystal from your Serious
Wound area to your Damage area.

4

107

140

12

121

If, however, all of the heroes are unconscious, this leads to its own chapter number in the Scenario Booklet.
B1, C1, F2, G1

45

33

107

140

12
33

107

12

140
121

121

3. UNCONSCIOUS HEROES
When you have no more crystals in your Life Point area, you are unconscious.
Replace your figurine with a Resource cube of your color (the same color of cube
you use to track your knapsack’s capacity).
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Note: Defeat, for the Awakened, is never final. In Malhya, the heroes always
move forward, against all odds. Defeat merely forces you to take a different
path to continue your adventure. You will never have to restart a fight, and
you never have to restart the game.

rself, you begin to pull on the heavy chain, trying to trigger
03
01
mechanism.

table fortune for this location. We’d appreciate it if he would respect
his arrangements�!”

03
08

01

03

03

You realize that he thinks you are among this location’s guards.
Perhaps you could take advantage of this misunderstanding, and ask
the manager to let you pass�?
• Play on the misunderstanding, and continue to pass yourselves
off as mercenaries of the Black Hand.
Go to
41

Important: Suffering
damage outside Combat Mode (for example, damage
Pull upward
01
dealt in a chapter), cannot be blocked by shields or armor.
Your group deploys to this space :

14

• Opt to tell the truth to the Sovereign Elf, and hope that he will
rally with you to help eliminate the Mhaÿ enemy.
Go to
87

• Menace this badly coiffed scribbler, and demand his cooperation
with no further explanation.
Go to 103

Violent and painful muscle spasms
force you to dropPull
the
chain.
upward
The hero suffers 1 damage.
Your turn ends.

17

Bracing yourself, you begin to pull on the heavy chain, trying to trigger
a presumed mechanism.

33

Violent and painful muscle spasms
force you to drop the chain.
The hero suffers 1 damage.
Your turn ends.
Go to

67

You place the marbles in their alcoves. A deep, disquieting sound
emanates from the top of the totem through wheezing steam.

You are certain that2 volume 24 of the Yoktal chronicles has never been
written. So91you take this book Threat
from theincreases
library, and by 2.
discover that it actually contains a hidden
compartment,
in which you ﬁnd a key and a
18
strange
incomplete. You slip
You hear a sound
from the totem, amulet
and notice that that
one part ofseems
it is
pivoting on its axis.
them into your pocket.
91
Your turn ends. Go to

rced door is closed.
67 head is engraved into it.
Go to An eagle’s
15

You direct the marble toward an area where it disappears. After
waiting a few seconds, the cylinder starts to smoke, then to melt in
your hands. Whatever message it contained is now lost.

15

You place the marbles in their alcoves. A deep, disquieting sound
emanates from36
the top of the totem through wheezing steam.

17

Threat increases by 2.

Your turn ends. Go to

2

ACTIVATING A CHAPTER NUMBER DURING COMBAT
You were unable to eliminate the Mhaÿ enemy, and the Cylinder of
Murmurs is now destroyed. You leave the fortress to return to the
Council to apprise them of your failure.

06

As with Stealth Mode, if you move onto a chapter number, you can read that chapter in the
Scenario
Booklet.
02
the marble
toward
an area
where it disappears. After
Get Scenario Cards 02 and 03.
w seconds, the cylinder starts to smoke,7 then to melt in
18
Whatever message it contained is now lost.
Get Scenario Card 06.

End of the game / “Yet so discreet”

Your turn ends and no further searches
can be performed on this chain. Discard the
Interest token from the space.

13

18

03

No further hero can act on the library.

hear
a sound from the totem, and notice that one part of it is
Discard
Interest
token.
nable to eliminate the Mhaÿ enemy, and the Cylinder
of theYou
pivoting
on
its axis.
now destroyed. You leave the fortress to return to the
pprise them of your failure.

06

37
Get Scenario
Card 06.

End of the game / “Yet so discreet”
37

The door leading to the exit is locked. You could try to pick the lock if
you don’t have a key.Your turn ends and no further searches

can be performed on this chain. Discard the

You could discard a Green Key to open the
Interest token from the space.
door automatically.

3

OR

7

You could try to open the door
with a lockpick. Perform the
following test :

Pick the lock

34
blocks the exit. You try to break it into more movable

Break the stone

6

Argh ! The lockpick
snaps.
The door opens.

As soon as the door is opened,
discard the Interest token.
The rock doesn’t yield. Your turn ends.

Go to

85

Go to

58

The traders are beginning to pack up their stalls. To reduce their
burdens, they try to oﬄoad as many more of their wares as they can.
Just the right time for you to make a deal or two. On the other hand,
you have no hopes of them buying anything from you: They clearly
want to empty their stocks, not reﬁll them.

35

rope snaps, and with a sinister crackle, the bridge
the emptiness. You’re going to have to circumnavigate
d another way…
Go to

38

119

1

1

1

To see what remains in the stall, draw one card of each type as
indicated. Each item in the stall has a small discount: -1
.
As you leave the market district, you note that the festivities are
utterly ﬁnished. You leave the village.
42
Go to 128

13

18

ICON REFERENCE
DICE

LIFE POINTS / DAMAGE

Skill die

Skill die faces

Difficulty die

White Threat die

White Threat die faces

Cancel shock
damage

Recover a
Life Point

Serious wound

1

Black Threat die faces

Attack die

Defense die

Dodge die

Special face of
the Power die

Special face of
the Attack die

Special face of
the Defense die

Special faces
of the Dodge die

Cancel 1 damage

Resource cube of
a specific color

Resource cube
of any color

Maximum
encumbrance

Spend 1 Action
Point to switch
weapons (in Combat Mode)

Spend a yellow
arrow to use
an additional
Power die

Related to
lockpicking

1
Spend a green
arrow to cancel
a black die

Cancel 2 damage

HERO BOARD

Strength

Damage

KNAPSACK

Power die

Double damage

Life Points

Difficulty die faces

Black Threat die

Single damage

Shock damage

Spend a red arrow
to reduce a ranged
attack by 1 Action
Point

While lockpicking,
using a purple
pick ends the test
with 2 stops
Sense

Dexterity

Intelligence

x

Initiative
Related to
Initiative
or Movement

Knowledge

TALENTS / ABILITIES

x

Cost

While lockpicking,
using a blue pick
ends the test with
1 stop

Cost reduction
Dodger

Scholar

Ranger

Mhaÿ

Warrior

Movement

x
Action Points

Related to
Action Points

Spend an Action
Point

x

Action cost

Action cube’s
Action face

Action cost
reduction

Action cube’s
Standby face
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VIGILANCE

DEMOLITION

BALANCE

CLIMBING

SWIMMING

STRENGTH

ALCHEMY

CAMOUFLAGE

CHARISMA

MACHINERY

CRAFTING

KNOWLEDGE
& LEGENDS

HERO CARD

+1 Life Point

+1 Aura Point

ENEMIES (CARDS AND TOKENS)

+1 knapsack
capacity

+1 Talent card

Spend an
Aura Point

Cancel a
Menace die

Cancel the effects
of heavy equipment

+1 to this trait
temporarily

+1 Initiative

+1 Movement
Enemy symbol
(activated only
when an Upgrade
token is revealed)

Enemy number

Prioritize engaged heroes in their attacks

Levitation

+3 Movement

+2 Initiative &
+1 Movement

+3 Initiative

+1 Attack die

+1 Power die

+1 Defense die

+1 Dodge die

Enemy symbol
(activates effects)

White gem

Black gem

Blue gem

Red gem

All Cadaver tokens

+1 Threat

Place the
Vigilance token

Reminder of peering sight granted
by Vigilance token

Space with a
Noise token

Space with a
Staging token

Space with an
Access token

Direction
of Movement

Roll an additional die for this action

Recover a
Life Point

Gain a
Travel token

+2 Movement &
+1 Initiative

ITEMS / WEAPONS / ARMOR / ARTIFACTS

Discard this card
to use its effect

Gold coin cost to
purchase this card

Artifact: Ring (can
only wear 1 at a
time)

Artifact: Amulet
(can only wear 1 at
a time)

+1 Initiative
(while the item is
equipped)

+1 Aura Point
(while the item is
equipped)

+1 Life Point
(while the item is
equipped)

Heavy equipment

Gain potions

Attack area (the 3
spaces directly in
front of you)

Cancel the roll of a
Defense die

Cancel the roll of a
Dodge die

Attack with an
angle. Allows you
to get around an
annoying obstacle

Ranged weapon

Attack area (3
spaces in an arc)

Cancel the cost of
an arrow

ACTION CARDS

Push an opponent
(the number of
spaces indicated)

Enemy
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SKILL TESTS AND ELEMENTS OF THE SCENARIO BOOKLET

STEALTH

Solo test

Individuals’ test

Group test

Dice encounter

Successes

Stops

Discard as many
resources as you
wish

Discard all items
from your knapsack

All heavy equipment

Level up

Recover an
Aura Point

Recover a
Health Point

Place a
Noise token

Place an
open door

Recover all of
your Aura Points

Recover all of
your Life Points

Scenario card
reference (associated with a
number)

Scenario card
symbols

Gain a Travel
token

Entry points into
a room

Discard an
Interest token

Market

Buy section of
the market

Sell section of
the market

Threat level

Threat level
symbol

Chapter discovered from a clue

Corresponding
page of the Exploration Booklet
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Stealth Mode

Difficult Stealth

Normal Stealth

Exit Stealth Mode

Place a
Cadaver token

Roll a white
Threat die

Alarm

Assassinate from
a distance

Assassinate hand
to hand

Ranged weapon

Replace the figurine with a Cadaver token

Place a
Noise token

